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Abstract 
 
The aim of the present paper is to define a possible conceptual layout of a  large 
freighter. 
The present conceptual design intends to define an aircraft much more efficient of 
the existing ones able to cut the current operating cost and improve the 
commerce. 
The aircraft presents a unconventional Box Wing lifting system and the 
conceptual design regards in particular the definition of a fuselage properly 
dedicated to the transport of intermodal containers. 
In Chapter 1, the current aspects of air cargo system are presented in order to 
evaluate the operating costs breakdown. Moreover, a possible forecast model of 
the air freight shows the market growth margin and the  global fleet development 
for the next 20 years. 
The main aspects of the Best Wing System are described in Chapter 2 together 
with the advantages of the PrandtlPlane® ,the aircraft application of the BWS. 
The determination of the best operational requirements, discussed in Chapter 3, 
remarks the substantial differences with the existing freighters in terms of design 
Payload, Range, Propulsion System. The possibility to carry intermodal 
containers is assumed as the fundamental point to introduce the air in a larger 
and more efficient intermodal transport system. In this context, the creation of a 
freight airport net can motivate the growth of local economies in the poor 
countries. 
The conceptual design of the fuselage is described in Chapter 4 resulting in the 
geometric shape definition. Different solution are possible for the container 
disposition, doors and load/unload operations, cockpit definition demonstrating 
the great flexibility of this PrandtlPlane freighter. 
In Chapter 5,the approximate weights and performances are  determined  through 
a  preliminary sizing of the aircraft in order to complete the conceptual layout, in 
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Chapter 6, defining an approximate wing geometry and the propulsion system 
integration. 
The structural analysis of the fuselage starts in the Chapter 7,with the definition 
of the most significant load condition for the fuselage. 
The F.E. structural model is defined in  Chapter 8. 
The results of FEM analyses, shown in Chapter 9, demonstrate that the structural 
efficiency of the PrandtlPlane is improved in respect with the a monoplane and 
pressurized one. 
Finally, in the Chapter 10, the fuel cost determined for the PrandtlPlane 
Freighter results highly reduced if compared with the existing ones and the 
possible future developments are indicated. 
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Chapter  1 
 
Current aspects and long term forecast 
of  air cargo 
 
 
1.1. Introduction 
In this chapter, the main features of the air cargo are described and compared 
with the other means of freight transport (ship, rail, road). 
Afterwards, a twenty-year forecast shows the probable traffic growth and the 
development of the world freighter fleet. In fact, the analysis of likely dynamics 
for the future of air cargo is a essential key to determine the best operational 
requirements for a possible freighter. 
In the last part of this chapter, an analysis of  the current operative costs is done 
in order to compare the economical advantages of the PrP-Freighter. 
 
 
 
1.2. General considerations 
Air freight transport has a vital role  in the world economy with his 193.6 billion 
of RTKs carried in 2007[1]. 
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1. Current aspects and long term forecast of air cargo 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In fact, a direct correlation between the world economic growth, GDP, and the 
world air freight traffic  can be done. In this sense, some studies [1] assert that the 
air freight will grow at nearly double the GDP growth rate.  
 
However, this correlation involves strong variations in the airfreight growth 
during the year and an uneven distribution of traffic flows in the global market; 
so, Fig.1.2,  is symptomatic of the high sensitivity to the economic dynamics. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. 1: RTK growth  and GDP growth, annual 
Fig. 1. 2: Variations of freight volumes, percentage. Source: IATA, 2010 
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1. Current aspects and long term forecast of air cargo 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In the last two years, for example, the air freight went through a strong decrease, 
due to the financial crisis and to the rise of the fuel price.  Only in the first 
quarter of 2010 there was an upturn of freight volumes even  
though this elevated growth level (about 28%)  can’t be sustained  for a long 
time.  
Also the regional data [2] on air freight flows, reflects the uneven pattern of the 
economic activity, as shown in figure (1.3). 
 
During the financial crisis, all the international traffic and the domestic traffic of 
the occidental countries collapsed, while the intra Asia traffic, sustained by the 
growth of Chinese economy,  was affected only by a weak decrease. 
Instead, in the first quarter of 2010 the growth is starting to spread 
approximately to all region. 
 
In terms of quantity of carried goods, the importance of air freight is negligible if 
it’s compared to the other means of transport.; it represents about the 0.2-0.5 % 
of the total transported tons [3]. 
Nevertheless, the scenery changes radically if we analyze the transport in terms of 
economical flows: in this case the air freight can reach the 30% of the  total value 
of the global cargo system (source: IATA[2]). 
The very high costs of air cargo are the most important reason of this difference 
between quantity of goods and economical flows. 
So, only the categories of goods that can support an elevated value-added, are 
carried by air; some economical studies [1] estimate a threshold value for the goods 
of about 15 Eur/Kilogram below which air transport isn’t convenient. 
 
Fig. 1. 3: regional traffic growth, percentage. Source: IATA, 2010 
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1. Current aspects and long term forecast of air cargo 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
They can be divided into groups: 
 
• Perishables like flowers, food, newspaper 
• Goods with an high value-weight ratio: clothing, electronics 
• Very high value goods like jewels or pictures: in this case,  air transport 
ensures very high security levels 
• International postal express and mail 
• Emergency  goods 
 
Although economic activity is the primary influence on world air cargo 
development, other factors can be considered and next points show the most 
important  factors that affected global growth rates in the last years: 
 
• The 9/11 Commission Act of 2007 requires screening of 100% of the cargo 
transported on the passenger aircraft operating within the United States (by 
August 2010). 
• The need to reach compromise on  agricultural import rules and on food 
market flows, in accordance with World Trade Organization’s statements; 
these negotiations can promote developing countries’ growth and create new 
markets. 
• Also if the advancements in aircraft technology have resulted in a 70% 
reduction  in fuel consumption and CO2 emissions since the ’60, regulatory 
agencies require continuing progress in environmental performance. 
In this sense, European project Vision 2020 represents one important 
challenge for the aeronautical industry. 
Fig. 1. 4: Changes of air cargo traffic, percentage. Source: Boeing, 2007 
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1. Current aspects and long term forecast of air cargo 
Concerning this global situation, the world air cargo growth since the 1987 is 
shown in fig. 1.4; during the 10-year period from 1987 to 1997, world air cargo 
grew at an average annual rate of 7,1%  measured in RTK’s.  Over the past 
decade, this growth slowed to an annual rate of 4.1%, because it was affected by 
9/11 shock an precipitous rise in fuel prices. 
 
Thus, an average growth  rate of 5.6% for the last 20 year period can be 
considered as a starting point for the forecast method. 
Unsurprisingly, Asian market is the most important driver of air freight, while 
Latin America and Africa could be two interesting potential markets for the 
future; in fact, presently,  the largest flows are Europe-Asia, Intra-Asia, Latin 
America-North America, Europe-North America as indicated also by table 1.1 of 
the largest cargo airport. 
 
 
Airport Country 
Rank 
2009 
Tonn. 
[Thousand] 
Memphis USA 1 3695 
Hong Kong China 2 3660 
Shangay China 3 2602 
Incheon-Seoul Sud Corea 4 2423 
Anchorage USA 5 2339 
Paris France 6 2280 
Frankfurt Germany 7 2111 
Narita Japan 8 1974 
Louisville USA 9 1883 
Singapore Singapore 10 1824 
Dubai UAE 11 1806 
Miami USA 12 1602 
Los Angeles USA 13 1493 
Amsterdam Netherlands 14 1486 
Taiwan Taiwan 15 1450 
   
 
 
 
Table 1.1:  World’s busiest airports by cargo traffic (Source: ACI) 
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1. Current aspects and long term forecast of air cargo 
1.3. Comparison with other means of transport 
Several aspects are involved in the choice of the most convenient system of 
transport for a certain shipment. 
First of all, costs represent the most important factor and from this point of view, 
the air freight seems have no future; most of the total costs are driven usually by 
energy consumption and there are some results in reference[3] that give an average 
value for the different means of transport:  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
However these results cannot be compared directly because there are other 
important aspect which modify substantially the total costs, some of which  are 
reported below: 
 
• Traffic jams and the elevated accident risk reduced the efficiency of surface 
transport. 
For example, it was estimated [4] that , during the 90’s,  road congestion 
wasted up to 100 billion Euros a year only within in the EU. 
Also the accidents have serious commercial and socio-economic consequences 
that have to be considered. In this sense, some statistical reports [5] indicate 
that air is the safest mean by far; table (1.2)  gives an economical measure of 
this aspect. 
 
 
 
0,019
0,116
0,034
0,89
0,004
0 0,2 0,4 0,6 0,8 1
Rail
Road 
Inland navigation
Aviation 
Maritime
Energy consumption  per unit of traffic  
Fig. 1. 5: energy consumption (source: European Commission year 2006) 
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1. Current aspects and long term forecast of air cargo 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
• The growth of freight transport requires the creation of new infrastructures; 
airports represents the smallest land requirement (about 1/5 compared to rail 
an 1/6 compared to road [4]) in terms of construction costs and environmental 
impact. 
 
• The choice of the mean of transport is also dependent by geographical 
features and topography. 
 
• Part of total cost are represented by warehousing which in some cases 
(maritime transportation or long-range rail transports) can reaches 
considerable values also in terms of loss time (weeks in some cases). 
 
Besides the considerations about transport costs, shippers demand that freight 
arrives at his destination on time and undamaged; in this case, the air cargo 
ensures some  advantages that can’t be reached by other means of transport: 
 
• Highest transport speed: air freight has the lowest block time considering also 
load/unload operations; 
• Flexibility en route and independence of geographical obstacles;  
• Elevated reliability levels. 
 
A quick comparison between air and maritime traffic reveals some interesting 
aspects because they represents  the only choices for intercontinental flows. 
In fact, although maritime transport has costs cheaper than air ones, the growth 
of air freight was not affected by maritime market in the last twenty years 
because of his advantages in speed and reliability. 
Mode 
Total socio-economic costs in a 
year [Eur. Billion] 
Road  162 
Rail 2,74 
Air 0,5 
Sea 1,78 
Table 1.2:  accident costs, source: ETSC, Brussels, 1997 
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1. Current aspects and long term forecast of air cargo 
However, the increase in ship size and the possibility to slow down the speed, 
have reduced  cost by 8.0 to 30% per cargo unit since 1987 [1]; so, the incredible 
rise in fuel price and economical crisis had caused some shippers to shift from air 
freight to containership during the last two years. 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In other words, the technological development in air freight industry was not 
strong enough to compete with the cost reduction of new containership and this 
resulted in a lag of the air freight during the last financial crisis. 
 
 
 
1.4. Operating subject in air cargo market 
Several categories of freight forwarders are operating at present; so, it’s very 
important to understand the general features of each one in order to determine 
the fleets that are acting in the different scenarios. 
Currently, three big categories of operators can be identified: 
 
• Combination-Carrier or Conventional Scheduled Airlines: 
They are airlines that carry both passengers and goods, some of which are  
Air-France, Lufthansa, Singapore Airline. 
Goods are carried in different ways in order to optimize traffic flows; hold of 
passenger aircraft are utilized in the less important routes while freighters 
operates between the strongest markets. There are also Combi-Aircraft, 
Fig. 1. 6: relative operating costs  for air and maritime traffic. Source: Boeing, 2007 
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1. Current aspects and long term forecast of air cargo 
generally wide body ones, in which one part of the main deck is used for 
goods transport;  
 
• All Cargo-Carrier: 
They are companies that operate only in the cargo sector. In addition to 
flight scheduled, a considerable percentage of transport is done trough 
charter. 
 
• Integrators: 
The integrators represent the emergent and most dynamic part of the air 
freight. 
They offer a door-to-door service in which air transport represents the most 
important part of the so called “logistic chain”.  Integrators have fixed rates 
based on the delivery time and assure elevated levels of reliability. 
UPS and FedEx are the most important subjects also because of the origin in 
the USA of this kind of service.  
In particular, the history of FedEx is very important for the commercial 
aviation; in fact, in the  ’70, it was the first air operator in introducing the 
“effective hubbing” system; the Memphis’s Airport represents still now the 
hub, connected by all the other American airports trough very frequent flight 
(about two hours between two consecutives flight for the same destination). 
 
Other important subject are represented by the so called “wet lease providers”, 
which don’t act directly in the transport operations.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Fig. 1. 7: ACMI traffic.  Source: Boeing, 2007 
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1. Current aspects and long term forecast of air cargo 
They provide aircraft, crew, maintenance and insurance (ACMI), to air cargo 
operators, so offering them the flexibility to obtain lift on a trial basis, access 
incremental capacity, and have service in markets that are highly seasonal, all 
without having to invest in dedicated equipment. 
The most significant segment of the air cargo ACMI business  is for large 
freighters, especially 747s, in long-haul markets.  
ACMI providers cover about 6% of world air cargo traffic and they had an 
average annual growth higher than airfreight’s one since 1992. So, an interesting 
development of this sector can be considered for the future. 
 
In table (1.3) ,  the list of the most important air cargo carriers is shown:  
 
Ranking Carrier Country FTKS [ths] 
1 FedEx USA 15710 
Ranked first in domestic traffic with 9239 million FTKs and fifth in international traffic (6470 million FTKs). 
Every good sent from/to Usa passes through the Memphis Airport. 
2 UPS USA 10961 
Second largest carrier in domestic cargo and 10th for international traffic.  
3 Korean Air  South Korea 9568 
The top international carrier with about the 95% of total FTKs moved to the other countries with long-haul 
flights. It operates with 23 747-400 freighter. 
4 Lufthansa Germany 8348 
Top European cargo airline with 22.2 % of FTKs reported by European carriers (second largest international 
freight airline). It favored flows with Asia in the last years. 
5 Cathay Pacific Hong Kong 8225 
The third largest international carrier, presented the highest growth in 2007 (about 19%). In the first half of 
2008 it began a refurbishment of his fleet. 
6 Singapore Airlines Singapore 7945 
It was the only top carrier that presented a negative growth rate (-0,6 %). It operates with 14 747-400 
freighters. 
7 China Airlines Taiwan 6301 
No. 6 in international freight traffic owns 20 747-400. 
8 Air France France 6126 
Part of the Air France -KLM group, AF ad 16,3 % of cargo traffic reported by European carrier in 2007. 
9 Emirates  UAE 5497 
It's the only middle east's company present in the top list. The airline has 8 777 freighters and 10 747-800 
freighters on order. 
10 Cargolux Luxembourg 5482 
It's the biggest all cargo carriers and it's specialized in the long haul market. 
 Table 1.3: list of the largest cargo carrier in 2007. Source: aircargowolrd 
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1. Current aspects and long term forecast of air cargo 
The table show an important trend of the largest airlines that developed the own 
all-cargo companies: for example  “Lufthansa Cargo”, “Singapore Airlines” are 
independent airlines with an own economical assessments, aircrafts, crews and 
operate in partnerships with the “mother carrier” to optimize the transport 
system. 
 
1.5. Fleet 
At present, less than of  the 50%  of the air freight is carried by all cargo aircraft  
that are about 2000 units, because of  the advantage in pricing of the lower-hold 
cargo in passenger aircraft. 
So, the two next figures show how the global fleet developed in the last years, also 
classifying the freighters into three size categories: standard-body, medium wide-
body, large. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. 9: freighter's utilization and their categories (Boeing, 2007) 
Fig. 1. 8: development of the freighter's fleet 
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1. Current aspects and long term forecast of air cargo 
Standard-body and medium wide-body are the categories used by integrators so 
that they operate with frequent flights  in a continental territory like USA; the  
large aircraft are used by all-cargo carriers, specialized in the international 
markets. 
Most of the freighters derive from a conversion of passenger aircraft and, 
although they have a low acquisition cost, two big disadvantages can be denoted: 
 
• An increasing of operative cost due to the old technology and maintenance 
operations; 
 
• The operative life is relatively short. 
 
 
1.6. Long term forecast 
It’s very difficult to predict the air cargo dynamics because of the elevated 
number of factors that influence his growth. 
In this paper,  data are referred to the forecast published by Boeing [1] in which  
four approaches are used to describe the evolutions of air cargo for the next 
twenty years: econometric modeling, judgmental evaluation, trend analysis, 
potential analysis. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. 10:  “forces and constrains” model for air cargo growth.  
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The methods is useful for medium and long range forecasts in regional markets 
where, although economic activity is the primary influence, other factors are 
considered as forces and constrains for air cargo growth (fig. 1.11). 
 
1.6.1. Global growth and regional markets 
The results in terms of  air cargo growth predict that traffic will more than 
triple between 2007 and 2027 reaching about 600 billion RTKs. 
Asia, and Pacific Rim countries especially, will have a leading position in air 
cargo markets with the highest growth’s rates. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 1. 11: growth of world air cargo 
Fig. 1. 12: regional growth rates 
World 5,8 % 
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1. Current aspects and long term forecast of air cargo 
It can be also denoted from Fig. (1.12) that Africa will represent a very 
interesting markets for the future, having a growth higher than the world’s 
average. This growth is sustained by the great Asian investments in 
extractive industries (e.g.  oil in Sudan and copper in Zambia). Moreover air 
cargo seems the only possible solution in all the developing countries where 
there aren’t enough infrastructure like railways or highway.  
Another important aspect is represented by  intra-continental flows, with not 
so long routes, that will recover progressively considerable parts of the total 
transport system. Increasing the quantity of goods carried, new  freighters 
with an high payload and a relatively short range, could be a new solution 
for this markets. 
 
1.6.2. Fleet development 
From this point of view, the future development of air freight fleet presents 
very interesting aspects: in fact, the fleet is estimated to double, reaching the 
number of about 4000 units. 
Since the air cargo traffic will triples during the next twenty years, the 
average size will shift toward large wide-bodies that will reach about the 35 
% of the global fleet and, in this way, they will provide more than half of the 
world’s air cargo capacity. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
This movement towards large wide-body aircraft has an economical reason. 
In fact, fixing a certain  value for load factor, these aircraft have operating 
costs lower than medium wide bodies in terms of fuel consumption and fees 
per unit of Ton-Kilometer  carried. 
Fig. 1. 13: forecast on world air cargo fleet for the year 2027 (Boeing) 
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1. Current aspects and long term forecast of air cargo 
In the last years the real problem for large wide-body freighters was 
represented by the build-up of suitable good’s quantities in order to reach 
breakeven load factor. 
If the foreseen growth rate will come true, then a large utilization of bigger 
freighter will be possible. 
However, other aspects affects clearly the fleet development: 
 
• The fuel price rise and environmental regulation, accelerate old 
aircraft’s retirements and it encourage new technologies’ introduction.  
This trend will involve the large wide bodies that at present, have an 
average age of 27 years. In this way, the most important carriers are 
already proceeding  to replace fleet’s part with the new 747-800 
freighter as reported in their  financial reports [6] [7] [8]. 
 
• Increased  cargo security requirements for lower-hold cargo, erode the 
pricing advantage of passenger airplanes. 
 
• Customer demand continuous service improvements.  New solutions will 
be required especially to expedite the load/unload operations. 
 
• Costs reduction is the guideline in order to make air freight competitive 
with the other means of transport. 
 
An important consequence of the previous considerations concerns the 
percentage of aircrafts that will be converted into freighters. 
In fact, new freighters will be preferred to converted ones in case of large 
wide-bodies, because their superior reliability, operating cost, and capability 
can outweigh the significant on-ramp acquisition cost advantages enjoyed by 
conversions. On the other hand, acquisition and property costs affect slightly 
the operating ones of the  medium aircraft justifying the their conversion 
process. 
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1. Current aspects and long term forecast of air cargo 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The foreseen production of 650 large freighters can be considered as a great 
challenge to aircraft industry for the future and, as we will see in the next 
chapters, PrP-Freighter can compete in this sector. 
 
 
1.7. Costs analysis 
Several factors affect the operative costs  for freighters so it’s practically 
impossible to assume a prediction method. 
In fact, goods have some cost components that are absent in the case of passenger 
air transport; so the most important ones are:  
 
• Cargo movements and warehousing; 
• Airport taxes for goods; 
• Cargo insurance fees; 
• Administrative cost; 
 
These cost components differ appreciably with the starting/destination airport 
and with the kind of airfreight ( e.g. if combi-aircraft or all cargo aircraft are 
used). 
Fig. 1. 14: number of converted and produced freighters in the next 20 years 
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Moreover, airfreight market is often more competitive than the passenger’s one 
because different routes are available to reach the same destination. 
In fact, longer routes and middle lands don’t present a considerable disadvantage 
in terms of block speed while it is a decisive feature for an efficient passenger 
carrier. 
So, indirect flights and longer routes are two used solutions to reduce operative 
costs; in this sense, the integrator’s efficiency, which is based on short flights and 
hubbing system, gives a good example. 
 
In this paper, current costs result from a statistical investigation about the 
economical data of the  most important air cargo carrier. 
References are the financial reports for the year 2008 that are available on the 
carrier’s press releases ; unfortunately, they are the only documents that present 
official financial results and, often, the operative costs are  not directly reported 
so that  it’s very difficult to compare them each others. 
Moreover, the strong rise of fuel price affected heavily  the data for year 2008 and 
it modified the costs’ distribution. In fact, as shown later on  the next graphs, 
fuel expenses has become about half of the total direct operating costs. 
Before showing the economical data, it’s useful to define the most important 
parameters used: 
 
• Available Tonne Kilometer ATK: it gives a direct measure of the cargo 
capacity, expressed in terms of cargo load  x distance flown. The unit is 
tone-kilometer. 
 
• Revenue Tonne Kilometer RTK: it is the effective cargo load carried x 
distance flown and it has the same unit of ATK. 
 
• Load factor: Cargo load expressed as a percentage of the ATK. It gives a 
measure of the  average cargo transported in a single flight. 
 
• Unit cost: operating expenditures divided by ATK.  US dollars per Tonne-
Kilometer are the unit used here. 
The load factor affects slightly air cargo costs. In fact, figure (1.15) shows that, 
although carriers have different cargo capacity, the  differences between  their 
load factors are small. 
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So an average load factor can be assumed for future analysis, namely: 
 
 1.67=FactorLoadAverage  
 
From the financial reports of the main air cargo carriers, some conclusion can be 
obtained about the operating costs division. 
Integrators (defined in paragraph 1.4) gives operative expenses report that is very 
different from the other subjects, because of the different transport system used; 
in this case airfreight represents just a sector of a larger logistic structure,  so 
most costs are related with “external” factors like ground transports and 
warehousing. Then, operative costs cannot be directly gathered from integrator’s 
financial reports. 
 
Figure 1.16 shows the unit cost for airfreight, as declared in the financial reports 
(bold font); in some cases, they have been calculated from data available (cursive 
font). 
Fig. 1. 15: RTK and load factor of the most important air cargo carriers 
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In the case of Cathay Pacific, unit costs are calculated from operating expenses 
that include both passenger transport segment and air cargo; thus, the datum is 
not completely reliable because, as well known, air cargo costs differ from the 
passenger ones. 
With the exclusion of Cathay Pacific, carriers show similar unit expenses with an 
average value of:  
 
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
⋅= KilometerTonne
centsCostUnitAverage $33,24  
 
This value is a  starting point in order to compare the costs in the next chapters. 
For a deeper analysis, single cost components have to be considered; this analysis 
reveals significant differences between the companies. 
At first, companies have a variety of costs subjected to change to the temporary 
situations; for example, in 2007-2008, Singapore Airline replaced part old 
freighters with high financial commitment, while Lufthansa cargo was still based 
on ACMI providers and leasing. 
 
 
The pies in figure (1.17) prove that costs are highly sensitive to the market in 
which carrier operate (long haul or continental service), and to the kind of 
aircraft used for transport. 
So, although Fig. 1.17 reveals that the cost breakdowns are not homogeneous, 
some particular features can be detected. 
 
48
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Fig. 1.16: unit costs from carriers financial report, year 2008 
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First of all, fuel represents the most important factor, reaching  about 40-50% of 
the total expenses. 
Besides  handling and airport operations are increased when compared with 
passenger aircraft, as shown by Cargolux’s costs division, while salaries are 
reduced because of the smaller staff of air cargo. 
 
An important information is given in figure 1.18, which shows the fuel cost per 
ATK for five companies; data include only the total cost of fuel for air cargo 
avoiding passenger aircraft or other means of transports. 
 
Fig. 1.17: costs pie chart for different companies 
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Once again, continental transport (FedEx, Cargolux) have comparable costs and 
the same occurs in the case of long range transport; then, considering all the 
data. We obtain the following result: 
 
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
⋅= KilometerTonne
centsCostUnitFuelAverage $33,9  
 
The average fuel unit cost, together with the average unit cost, are fundamental 
in order to understand how the technological improvement of the PrP-Freighter 
can reduce the current operating costs. 
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Fig. 1.18: fuel unit cost 
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Chapter  2 
The PrandtlPlane Concept 
2.1. Developments of the air transport system.
In the next years, great improvements are requested to the  aeronautical industry in 
terms of flight quality, security and environmental aspects. 
The document “European Aeronautic: a vision for 2020” [9] published by the European 
Commission (2001), explains the goals that the aeronautical industry has to reach in 
the future; the key points can be split as follows: 
A. Quality and affordability
? A more efficient transport system must reduce operating costs by about 
30%; 
? airfreight would be introduced within a larger and more efficient intermodal 
transport system; 
? sensible time reduction of  load/unload operations is essential to avoid 
airport congestion; 
? the aircraft dimensions don’t exceed the maximum allowed ones  
80[m]x[80[m] for airport operation.  
B. Safety
? Reduction of aircraft incidents of 5 times  compared with the current ones; 
? to ensure a more efficient maintenance programs; 
? reduction in the risk of human errors that could cause incidents; 
? ?
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C. Environmental impact
? A 50% decreasing of the noise perceived inside the aircraft; 
? Reduction in noise perceived in the airport area thanks to more efficient 
aircraft and better landing/takeoff procedures; 
? A 50% cut in CO2 emissions per ATK (equivalent to a 50% cut in fuel 
consumption) and a 80% cut in nitrogen oxide emissions. 
D. Air Transport System
? An air traffic management system that can handle 16 million flights a year 
with 24-hour operation of airports and a more flexible and efficient use of 
European air space; 
? integration of air transport, into an efficient multimodal transport system. 
In the case of conventional configurations, the achievement of these goals  would 
involve in enormous technological efforts because of the optimization levels that have 
been reached for the monoplane configuration still now. 
This aspect motivates modern aeronautical research towards the study of non 
conventional configurations which could permit a technological jump. 
Fig. 2. 1: historical evolution of aircraft technology
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Several innovative configurations were examined  in the past, but two in particular 
seem to have the requirements for a practical application: the Blended Wing Body 
(BWB) and the PrandtlPlane which is the aeronautical application of the Best Wing 
System (BWS) concept by Prandtl. 
2.2. The Blended Wing Body (BWB)
The BWB  system was developed since the World War II and it has been optimized 
to military application, as the B-2, the world’s most expensive aircraft.
According to different authors, this configuration allows about  a 10%  reduction of 
the maximum takeoff weight, because of the great improvements in Aerodynamics. 
In fact, the advantages of this particular configuration are: 
? Decrease by the 50% of the friction drag because of the lower wetted area; 
? increase of the lift-to-drag ratio in cruise condition; 
? reduction of bending moments along the wingspan because of the lifting 
capacities of the passenger cabin  and higher bending stifness. 
Fig. 2. 2: Northrop-Grumman B-2 Spirit
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On the other hand, the configuration presents some negative aspects; the most 
important ones are: 
? Engine integration; 
? dimensions can exceed the 80x80 meters, especially the wingspan; 
? low efficiency against pressurization of the cabin; 
? pitch flight instability at low speed; 
? low quality flight during  roll maneuvers; 
? high  manufacturing and production costs, of the new airfoil technology (as 
represented by the B-2 case); 
? critical decks accessibility and load/unload operations; 
? critical emergency evacuation; 
Different solutions for a possible civil BWB has been examined (fig. (2.3) shows a 
NASA project); however, this configuration doesn’t  seem to be practicable as 
freighter because of the great restrictions in term of payload location and load 
operations. 
Fig. 2. 3: NASA design of a passenger BWB
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2.3. The Best Wing System 
In cruise condition, the total drag is composed mainly by the friction drag (about the 
47%) and the induced drag (about the 43%). As well known, in the case of a 
monoplane, the induce drag is minimum when there is an elliptical distribution of the 
lift forces along the wingspan. 
It can be also demonstrated that, keeping constant the total lift,  an optimum  
biplane has a lower induced drag (Db) than the optimum monoplane (Dm)  and this 
condition is obtained distributing equally the lift on the two wings.
The biplane efficiency depends by the length ratio between the wing distance h and 
the wingspan b as shown in: 
In 1924, L. Prandtl demonstrated (NACA TN 182 [10])  the existence of a Best Wing 
System able to minimize the induced drag. The system is equivalent to a box-like 
wing configuration in which the following conditions are satisfied: 
? The total lift is equally distributed on the two horizontal wings and the lift 
distribution along the wingspan of the horizontal wing  is the superposition of 
a constant  and an elliptic distributions; 
Fig. 2. 4: Biplane efficiency vs h/b
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? In the case of a double  symmetry, the lift distribution in the vertical bulks is 
butterfly-shaped; the load is directed outwards in the upper part and inwards 
in the lower part with a zero total lift; 
Fig. 2. 6: Lift distribution on the wings
Fig. 2. 5: box wing 
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Under these conditions, the Best Wing System efficiency depends on the non-
dimensional gap 
b
h
, according to Prandtl’s law (2.1) (h and b are defined in Fig. 2.5): 
? ?1.2     ,
81.204.1
45.01
b
h
b
h
D
D
m
bws
?
?
?
where bwsD   indicates the Best Wing System drag. 
Figure 2.7, shows together the efficiencies of a Best Wing System and a Biplane 
compared with the optimum monoplane with the same total lift and span. 
A closed form solution of Prandtl’s problem was given in 1999 [11], confirming that the 
approximate results were substantially correct for the wing gaps of interest. In the 
range of  h/b between 0.10 and 0.20, the induced drag is reduces of about 20% - 30%, 
which is equivalent to a reduction of total drag, in still air, ranging from 8 to 13% 
(and higher during gust). 
During takeoff and landings, where the induced drag is about 70% of total drag, the 
reduction reaches the 20 %.  
Fig. 2. 7: Best Wing System efficiency.
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Moreover, owing to the Munk theorems, the induced drag is independent of the sweep 
angles of the wings and, therefore, the Prandtl concept can be applied also to 
transonic transport aircraft. 
2.4. The PrandtlPlane 
A new generation aircraft, based on the Best Wing System, was the object of 
conceptual and preliminary designs at the University of Pisa[12]. This aircraft 
configuration was called PrandtlPlane in honor to Prandtl. 
It consists in a box wing: the front wing is low and it has a positive sweep  while  the 
rear wing with a negative sweep, is located over the fuselage and connected to it by 
two fins; Figure 2.9 shows a preliminary configuration of a 250 passenger 
PrandlPlane. 
Fig. 2. 8: closed form solution and Prandtl approximate theory
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   Fig. 2. 9: 250 seats PrandtlPlane 
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This solution allows us to obtain the Best Wing System and to avoid any structural 
aeroelastic problems. 
In addition to the aerodynamic aspects, the PrandtlPlane configuration presents other 
advantages with respect to conventional configurations as shown below;  
A. Lifting System 
The lifting system is over-constrained to fuselage and, even though the local 
stiffness along the wing span is lower than conventional aircraft, the 
aeroelastic phenomena appear to be under control when a double fin is applied 
as  supports to the rear wing.  
The static aeroelastic phenomena are completely different from conventional 
aircraft. For example, the high stability towards divergence of the front wing 
produces a recovery of stability to the rear negative-swept wing. 
The lifting system provides an intrinsic structural safety as far as Damage 
Tolerance is concerned (a wing can tolerate some damages without producing 
a global failure). 
Fuel is contained into both the wing boxes and consumed with no variation of 
the centre of gravity during cruise. 
B. Flight mechanics and controls 
Twin Fin PrandtlPlane aircraft is stable in any flight condition, with a proper 
margin of stability and with nearly equal lift on front and rear wings. 
Fig. 2. 10: possible pitch control of the box wing
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Pitch control could be obtained by means of two elevators, one on the front 
and the other one on the rear wing, moved in phase opposition; this control is 
a pure torque moment in pitch. In this case, the pitch manoeuvre is much 
safer than conventional aircraft, especially close to the ground. 
Trimming the PrandtlPlane is obtained by means of small aerodynamic forces, 
because the distance between aft and rear control surfaces is very large (much 
larger than a conventional aircraft). 
The lateral control is unconventional due to the double rudder and, also, to 
the presence of the vertical tip wings. 
The vertical wings give a positive contribution to the lateral static stability; 
they could be used for lateral control as well, especially, in the condition of 
one engine failure and low speed. 
The ailerons could be positioned on the rear negative-swept wing but the 
optimum condition corresponds to a double aileron at both wings tips. 
They could be used as flaperons; in this case, the front and rear wings are 
fitted with high lift devices along the whole span. 
C. High lift devices 
With a proper design, the condition of “Best Wing System” could be 
maintained also with the high lift devices extended (contrary to conventional 
aircraft by increasing the elliptical part of the lift on both wings of the same 
amount. 
The high lift devices could be located along the entire wingspan of both the 
two wing so the “useful” length is nearly double in respect to a monoplane 
configuration. 
 Thus an increase of the low speed performances is expected with lower noise 
and oxide emission in takeoff, climb, approach and landing. 
D. Fuselage 
The fuselage is enlarged horizontally in order to position the two fins as 
furthermost as possible. 
From a structural point of view, the fuselage is equivalent to a doubly 
supported beam  in correspondence with the front and rear wing connections 
and the structural design of the fuselage results totally different than the 
existing ones.  
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The wing thickness of the front wing is reduced and the fuselage is passed 
under the cargo deck which is not interrupted. 
The main landing gear is composed by more legs; the concept  is to use many 
wheels of small diameter, positioned  in a way similar to a cargo aircraft 
within appropriate side fairings; their  dimension are also reduced because of 
the fuselage large width. 
All this aspects contribute to a very interesting solution for large body aircraft. 
Especially in the case of a PrandtlPlane freighter, the structural requirements allow to 
design a non-conventional  fuselage entirely dedicated to the cargo transport. 
The possibility to have larger fuselage allows to increase the payload capacity. The very 
high maximum takeoff weight which can be reached with this aircraft configuration,  
needs a consequent large wing surface; then both the rear and front wing surfaces are 
enlarged without compromising the static stability of flight. 
Finally, PrandtlPlane fuselage allows to design specific cargo doors in order to reduce and 
simplify the load operation. 
Thus, in the present paper, the PrandtlPlane configuration is adopted for the conceptual 
design of a freighter; the fuselage is the component that presents innovative aspect, 
described starting from the chapter 4. 
2.5. PrandtlPlane efficiency estimation 
The induced drag Dic  can be defined in the same way as for  a conventional aircraft 
? ?2.2     ,
2
eAR
cc LDi ??
?
?
where the Aspect Ratio AR is deduced from wing geometry and the Oswald efficiency 
factor e is calculated by multiplying the me  of existing aircraft (we can assume 
9.0?me ) with the Span efficiency factor f, shown in Fig. 2.10: 
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                    Fig. 2. 11: Span efficiency factor for various wing configurations 
From a physic point of view, it represents a measure of the amount of induced drag 
for different lifting configurations; it is obtained by dividing the induced drag of a 
monoplane wing by the induced drag of the nonconventional having the same span 
and lift. 
Once again, the Fig. 2.10 shows that the box wing has the highest value of f
approaching to the Best Wing System. 
Assuming 46.1?f , the Oswald efficiency factor can be calculated as follows: 
? ?2.2            248.195.0 ???? fee mpp
The adding reduction factor, 0.95,  is assumed to consider, in conservative manner, 
that the PrandtlPlane differs from the ideal case. 
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Chapter  3 
A new generation freighter 
3.1. Introduction 
The present freighters derive mostly from the conversion of passenger aircraft and, 
thus, they are not optimized for the cargo transport; the resulting  operating costs 
result so high that the air freight has difficulties to compete with maritime and 
overland transport. 
The  present proposal is a  new PrandtlPlane freighter, properly designed for cargo 
transport, in order to cut down the total transport costs. 
3.2. Payload and dimensions 
Freighter dimensions and payload are strictly interconnected each other. In Figure 3.1, 
the payload values are shown for existing large freighters: 
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             Fig. 3. 1: Design payload of the existing aircraft  
A payload of about 150 Tons represents a limit value for the existing aircraft, because 
the monoplane configuration doesn’t allow to increase the capability without exceeding 
the maximum allowed dimensions. The AN-225 is the only example of  a freighter with 
a bigger payload, but its dimensions are well outside the 80[m]x80[m] square.  
Besides, in the case of a specific freighter  that doesn’t derive from the conversion of 
passenger aircraft, the fuselage is usually designed for the transport of oversize and 
overload freight; in this way, the cargo volume and dimensions are not optimized for 
the transport of one specific goods; in fact, almost of the existing  properly designed 
freighter are military aircraft that must have an high flexibility in different goods 
transportation, from medicines to truck or heavy guns. 
As described in the following points, the PrandtlPlane configuration allows to shift the 
payload limit drawn in Figure 3.1 towards much greater values, until passing the 250 
Tons threshold while maintaining the overall dimension inside the 80x80 [m] square. 
Although, great improvements in cargo capacity are indicated until a maximum value 
of 400 Tons for the future, this goal seems to be out of the commercial input and at 
the same time, the aircraft dimension would be too much larger for actual airfields. 
Thus, in the present paper, a possible increase in cargo capability (at least by the 
30%) is estimated as basic requirement; thus, a reference value has to be not less than: 
? ?1.3     ][220000 kgPayload ?
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where the value excludes the tare of the used unit load devices (this aspect will be 
discussed in the next point). 
Moreover, the freighter has to be designed for the transport of chosen container, so 
that the fuselage can be optimized for the specific case. The choice of the container 
type is described in the next point. 
At the same time, the dimensions of a possible large freighter are set equivalent to 
maximum allowed ones in order to reach better flight performance. Then, in term of  
fuselage length and wingspan, we assume: 
? ?2.3    ][80,][80 mbmLfus ??
In this way, the  fuselage transversal dimensions become the most important 
parameters which affect the freighter capability; in other terms, the freighter efficiency 
depends strongly by a correct design of the fuselage cross section. 
3.3. Intermodal system and containers type 
The intermodal transport system consists in the use of different means of transport 
without breaking the load unity. 
Today, only the integrators (see paragraph 1.4) use airfreight within a larger transport 
chain but only in the case of small packages; besides, the cargo unities  are often 
assembled/disassembled in the airport area, rising storage and load times. 
In this contest, the integration within a more efficient intermodal system plays a 
critical role in the airfreight development; if it will not possible, the airfreight will not 
grow going in tow behind the passenger system. At the contrary, an appropriate 
intermodal system in which air freight is used, can open new markets and especially 
improve the poor areas like the African regions. 
Currently, the use of appropriate Unit Load Devices represents the main obstacle to 
airfreight integration; ISO Containers are the main equipment currently used in the 
intermodal transport system and their dimension are prescribed by ISO. 
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The used  materials (steel alloys) and their construction are optimized for the rail and 
maritime transport and thus, their  elevated empty weight, about the 30% o the useful 
payload,  results  incompatible with airfreight. 
The  airfreight already produces an alternative and lighter intermodal container 
(fig.3.2) with the IATA code  M-2 AGA, equivalent to 20 ft.  ISO container. 
20’ Container 40’ Container
External Length [mm] 6098 12190 
External Width [mm] 2438 2438 
External Height [mm] 2438 2438 
Loading Volume [m3] 33.1 67.5 
Maximum Gross Mass 
[kg]
24000 30500 
Empty Weight [kg] 2300 3800 
Fig. 3. 2: M-2 ULD dimension 
Tab 3.1: ISO containers 
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The tare weight could be reduced by 2/3 while being intermodal as well. 
Even though these container are lighten, the tare is about the 12-13% of the total net 
payload. 
Then, we define a Gross Payload as the total weight including tare, we assume in this 
case that the reference value could become: 
][250000 kgPayloadGross ?
Although ratified by IATA, the M-2 AGA intermodal container is not normally used 
in the existing aircraft, because it doesn’t allow to utilize correctly the available cargo 
volumes.
Designation M-2
IATA code AGA
Maximum Gross Weight  
[kg] 
11340 
Tare Weight  [kg] 1000 
Volume  [m3] 33,7 
Lenght  [mm] 6058 
Width [mm] 2348 
Height [mm] 2348
Tab. 3.2: M-2 features
Fig. 3. 3: container disposition in a monoplane freighter 
8?ft 8?ft
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The correct design of the present freighter starts from the concept of a fuselage 
entirely dedicated to intermodal container transport in the case of a very large 
monoplane configuration; then a fuselage, designed for intermodal transport could  
present an elevated height where the containers are located on two levels. 
This payload arrangement could result in an elevated structural weight and 
loading/unloading problems. 
Instead, the PrandtlPlane configuration requires a large width fuselage in order to 
locate the two fins and main undercarriages as far as possible. This aspect cause a 
different container disposition on just one level involving in some interesting features 
that will be described in Chapter 4. 
3.4. Design Range 
Together with payload, range is a fundamental requirement of the aircraft design. 
Most of the large commercial aircraft available today,  are designed for  
intercontinental routes (fig.3.4); 
Fig. 3. 4: range of the existing aircraft 
The block speed of these aircraft  is reduced but the flight costs are increased  because 
the longer is the design range, the higher is the needed fuel weight fraction..  
Besides, as resulted from paragraph (1.6.1), a strong growth of the intraregional 
markets is expected , requiring short and medium range aircraft. 
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These considerations suggest a reduction of the freighter range into  2000 and 3000 
nautical miles interval. In figure 3.5 and 3.6 the range areas are reported in the case of 
2000 and 3000 nautical miles respectively: the circle represents the country  to be  
reached without intermediate landings from the center (the radius equals the design 
ranges). The  curves are not perfect circles but actually, they are ellipsis; this 
deformation is due to the kind of earth’s map chosen for the pictures; all the maps are 
in Robinson’s projection and they are centered on Greenwich meridian so that the 
range circles in the Asia or Latin and North America  result highly deformed. 
The centers are arbitrarily located on to big cities or points of economical/commercial 
interests. 
As an example, both the maps are based on the Asian territory which is the most 
important market for the airfreight. 
Fig. 3. 5: map for 2000[nm] range (red: Mumbai, blue: Tokyo, black: Singapore)
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    Fig. 3. 6: map for 3000 [nm] range (red: Mumbai, blue: Tokyo, blak: Sidney) 
Figures show that, in the case of 2000 [nm] design range,  the efficiency of the system 
is not guaranteed also in the case of  continental transport; for example India and 
Japan cannot be directly connected, needing one intermediate landing. 
On the other hands, a 3000 [nm] design range ensures a sufficient flexibility to operate 
in a continental markets and it also can open very interesting scenarios for the 
intercontinental transport; with reference to figures 3.5, 3.6 and 3.7, typical routes 
could be:  
? Boston-Dublin (2889 nm) 
? Dubai-Xi’an (China) (2818 nm) 
? Sapporo-Anchorage (2993 nm) 
? Frankfurt-Dubai (3000 nm) 
? Brasilia-Dakar    (2952 nm) 
? New Delhi- Osaka (2961 nm) 
? Shanghai-Mumbai (2715 nm) 
? Hong Kong – Alice Spring (2990 nm) 
? Mombasa – New Delhi (2920nm) 
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Fig. 3. 7:  3000 [nm] possibilities of transoceanic routes (centers: Manaus, Boston, Cairo) 
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Thus, the 3000 [nm] design range Appears to be the best compromise between 
commerce efficiency and cost reduction and this range is assumed as a main 
requirement of the project. 
Deeper considerations about range are reported in the next paragraphs during the 
description of the possible scenarios.
3.5. Propulsion system 
The choice  of an adequate propulsion system is a critical point in terms of fuel 
consumption and block speed. 
The existing commercial freighters, derived from the passenger aircraft, are equipped 
with turbofan engines and, although their efficiency has been improved, their specific 
fuel consumption remains too high for an application in our innovative freighters.  
The design of military transport aircraft, usually propelled,  is more similar to very 
large freighter, because the cruise speed and flight altitude  can be significantly 
reduced. The following  concept can be also adopted in the case of a  new generation 
freighter: use of propelled freighters, cruise speed between Mach 0.6-0.7 interval, 
maximum cruise altitude 7000 [m]. 
The main problem for the present aircraft, is represented by the turboprop engines 
available which are not compatible with the increase of freighter weights and 
dimensions; thus,  radical improvements in the engine architecture are required, Fig. 
3.8 shows the ACARE targets both for turboprop and unconventional engine (open 
rotor). 
?
?
Fig. 3. 8: improvements in engine efficency
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Today, the research is oriented towards several solutions in new engines architecture 
but only few ones are able to improve notably the efficiency. 
The Open Rotors Engine also known as Propfan or Ultra High Bypass (UHB) engine 
represents one of the most interesting concept of radical engine; its conceptual 
architecture is reported in Fig. 3.9. 
The compression group is added by an intercooler so that the air temperature at the 
entry of combustion chamber is optimized. The most  innovative concept is 
represented by the two controrotating fans which are placed outside acting as 
propeller; the fans are directly connected with the turbine axis through an appropriate 
reducer.
This engine type was developed since the early ’80 and different prototypes had been 
produced (i.e.  GE-36, Allison 578-DX). Today, the Ivchenko-Progress D27 propfan 
results the powerful produced engine with its 14000 equivalent-horsepower. 
Fig. 3. 9: Open Rotor architecture
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Without entry deeper in the architecture detail,  this engine presents the following 
advantages: 
? The compression reaches very high ratios until the value of 50:1 improving the 
engine performance; 
? The design cruise Mach is 0.7 at 7000 [m] altitude, limited by the transonic 
field at the tip of the blades; these aspects could  be improved notably until 
limit Mach 0.82, matching the turbofan performance, as demonstrated by the 
last research programs; 
? The Specific Fuel consumption is decreased at least 10%  compared  the 
existing turboprop and even more, by half, if compared with turbofan ones; 
? Weight is notably reduced until total values of about  Weng=1500-1800 [kg]; 
thus, the Weight-to-Power ratio,  
P
Weng , results very low; 
The main negative aspect is represented by the noise levels which result higher than 
current turbofan ones; however, the research reveals that  great improvements for a 
sensible noise reduction, will be possible in the near future . 
The engine integration could be another critical aspect because of the fans location in 
the rear part. 
Besides, the Maximum Takeoff Weight for a large freighter can results very high 
(details are given in Chapter 5); it would require power values that could be too high 
for a propfan application in freighter, resulting in a too elevated number of engines. 
Then, an improvements of the engine performance  is desirable, not only in efficiency 
and noise terms but also in power increase in order to make use  of  a limited number 
of engines 
Existing solutions provide the possibility to locate the controrotating fans in the front 
part using concentric shafts as shown by Ivchenko Progress D27 in Fig.3.10.  In this 
way, the engine location follows the same criteria of propelled ones on despite of a 
little weight increase. 
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      Fig. 3. 10: open rotor with advanced fans 
In this paper, the propfan is chosen as the reference engine for this freighter starting 
from data of engine in service today. Progress D27 performances are reported  in Fig. 
3.11: 
Fig. 3. 11: general specification of the Ivchenko Progress D27. 
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3.6. Runways and ground operations 
The required field length for takeoff and landing must respect the regulation limits; 
today, the biggest category airport must ensure a runway length longer than 4000[m] 
at sea level; this value can be taken as the threshold for the present case. 
? ?3.3 ][4000 mLenghtRunwayMaximum ?
Today, the time needed to complete load operation is not less than 3 hours in the case 
of the biggest freighters (AN-225, B747-F, MD11F) and the speed efficiency of the air 
freight is greatly reduced because 6 hours correspond about 40% of the total block 
time for medium and long haul range. A great improvement of the efficiency for 
ground operation is required; a proper fuselage design is necessary for the aircraft into 
examination. 
Staff is also reduced and the  used facilities for ground operations are improved. 
3.7. Operating scenarios 
In this paragraph, two possible scenarios are presented in order to analyze the effects 
of the introduction of the freighter into service. 
3.7.1. Operating capability within current markets 
The forecast models (see paragraph 1.6 and fig. 1.12) show a growing trend of 
regional markets during the next years, especially in the Asian area.  
Thus, the limitation of 3000 [nm] in freighter range, is useful for a continental 
transport system with a point-to-point connection without intermediate landings 
both in Asia , Africa, Europe and North America. 
At the same time, the freighter could cover some interesting transoceanic routes 
allowing a direct connection between strong markets  like Europe and North 
America (Boston-Dublin), or North America and Asia (Sapporo-Anchorage). 
Long haul service could be done trough intermediate landings; for example, fig. 
3.10 shows the areas  to be reached  from Hong Kong (one of the most important 
centers  for airfreight) with one and more intermediate landings. The figure shows 
that all the European continent and most of the African territories can be reached 
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with only one intermediate landing and a typical route, Hong Kong-Frankfurt, 
could be covered with just one intermediate landing , in Dubai. 
In this contest, we can estimate a possible Block time BT for a long haul mission, 
considering one intermediate landing. The Block time is defined as the time 
requested to accomplish the entire mission including load and unload operations: 
? ?4.3    ,int groundflightlandflightground tttttBT ?????
where: 
? groundt  is the time needed for unload and load operations: the target value is 
][1 hrtground ?  ; 
? landtint  is the time of the intermediate stop; also in this case we can estimate 
][1int hrt land ?  ;
? flightt  can be deduced from the cruise speed (M=0.60 at 19000 ft 
altitude)considering a nominal range of 3000 [nm] for each segment: 
? ?5.3
    ][15.6 hraM
Range
v
Ranget
crcr
flight ??
??
So we obtain: 
? ?6.3     ][3,15 hrBT ?
Instead, current block time for the same range covered by existing turbofan 
aircrafts and without intermediate landing is: 
? ?7.3     ][1211 hrBTcurrent ??
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Fig. 3. 12: range with intermediate landing from Hong Kong
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The comparison between  Eq. (3.6) and (3.7) shows that intermediate landings is 
not as disadvantageous as it is for the passenger traffic.  
On the contrary, intermediate landings could be useful in order to optimize the 
goods flows and reduce costs: in this case, a net of intermediate airports could be 
created, in which the freight flows coming from a datum point, could be quickly 
redistributed towards  different destination (Fig. 3.11).  
 Fig. 3.13: long haul service features 
This system could become even more efficient if placed within a larger intermodal 
system using the ISO containers and allowing quick movement in the intermediate 
points. 
At the same time, the intermodal system would ensure a container exchange at 
the origin and destination airport in which the freight would arrive/depart by rail 
or truck, avoiding any storage operations. 
In this sense, a new global transport system for the current markets could be 
created in which the air freight could represents the main transport mode to 
connect a net of freight airports realized in areas of commercial interest; the 
capillary goods distribution would be ensured by rail or truck transportations 
using the existing infrastructures.  
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3.7.2. New markets development 
The developments of new market is directly connected with the creation of 
intermediate airport net; the Africa continent would became strategic in this 
contest. 
In fact, the intermediate position of Africa between South and Central America, 
Europe and Asia allows to create a net of strategic intermediate airports which 
could represent a great stimulus for the local economical improvement.  
Currently, the lack infrastructures represents a great obstacle for the transport 
system development in Africa: the air freight transport system would be based on 
the creation of very simple airports, reducing  appreciably construction cost if 
compared with rail or highways ones. They would require only a single runway, 
with only large area  to move the containers; The system doesn’t need the initial 
creation of passenger terminals. These freight airport could be located in the 
centre of production districts in order to reduce the ground transportation. 
Fig. 3. 14: Operating scenarios in Africa (black: Cape Town, red: Dakar, blue: Mogadiscio, green: Cairo)
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Besides, reducing the operating costs, this new system of air freight  would sustain  
the alimentary programs in the poor countries and give such an impulse to the 
local industrial and agricultural activities to change the way of life of these people. 
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Chapter  4 
PrandtlPlane freighter conceptual design 
The PrandtlPlane wing architecture allows once to adopt an unconventional fuselage 
design with a larger width requested to allocate properly the two lateral fins. 
In this chapter, the conceptual design of the PrP-Freighter will be described starting from 
the determination of the operational requirements and resulting in a possible fuselage 
layout. 
As shown later on, different solutions are possible as for as payload disposition, cockpit 
location, door position, deck and structural arrangement so the solution adopted appears 
to be very flexible. 
4.1. Determination of the operational requirements
Most of the operational requirements  result from the descriptions in chapter 3.  They 
are usefully reported in Tab. 4.1 where both the design cruise speed and altitude are 
chosen on the basis of engine performances: 
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Type Symbol Value 
Total Payload  Weight [kg] payW 220000
Payload type - M-2 Intermodal container 
Range [nautical miles] R 3000
Maximum fuselage length [m] fusL 80
Maximum wingspan [m] b 80
Cruise Mach crM 6.0?
Cruise Altitude [m] crh 6000-7000
Runway length [m] runL 4000?
However, these data  don’t suffice to start a conceptual freighter  design but other 
considerations are needed. 
4.1.1. Average Payload density 
The kind of carried goods and his specific volume can affect highly the 
fuselage design and the requested volume for the transport. 
The AEA regulations[1] assign the two following referential values for cargo 
density in passenger aircraft, where the densities bulk?  and ULD?  are relevant 
to the case of a bulk storage and to the case of using the usual IATA ULDs  
(LD3, LD6 ), respectively;  
? ?1.4
    
??
?
??
??
??
?
??
??
3
3
176
160
m
kg
m
kg
ULD
bulk
?
?
In air cargo, a  larger variety of goods can be carried, presenting  great 
differences in their  average densities so that the values reported in (4.1), 
referred to an average weight of passenger luggage, are no longer valid. 
Thus assuming  the same goods categories  presented in paragraph 1.3,  some 
references [13] give a statistical estimation of the transport frequency versus 
different freight densities, as shown in Fig. 4.1. 
Tab. 4.1: main operational requirements
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The choice of a reasonable average density results essential for a good design; 
in fact,  an overestimation involves  in the impossibility to carry all the 
established payload; on the contrary, a too less density requires bigger load 
volume and, consequently, the fuselage wetted surface can result too big. 
For this reason, the average density used in this thesis makes reference to 
Fig. 4.1 an we assume: 
? ?2.4
    
;250220 3 ??
?
??
???
m
kg
bulk?
this value is in accordance with usual loads of the intermodal transport. 
4.1.2. Number of containers 
Once the average goods density is established,  we can determine  the number 
of 20-ft container needed to carry the nominal payload. 
The dimensions and weights for  M-2 IATA container are reported in Tab.4.2 
and Figure 4.2.: 
Fig. 4. 1:  average goods densities in air cargo.
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The Volume payV  that is required to carry the determined payload value (220 
Tons) can be calculated: 
? ?2.4
    
? ?3840 mWV
bulk
pay
pay ?? ?
Designation M-2
IATA code AGA 
Maximum Gross Weight 
[kg] 
11340
Tare Weight  [kg] 1000 
Volume  [m3] 33,7 
Lenght  [mm] 6058 
Width [mm] 2348 
Height [mm] 2348 
Fig. 4. 2: M-2 dimension 
Tab. 4.2: M-2 features 
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Because the entire payload have to be loaded in the containers, their number 
is deduced from the volumetric capacity: 
? ?3.4
    
25
7.33
840 ???
cont
pay
cont V
V
N
In the present case, considering also the containers tare, the following 
Payload Gross Weight is assumed: 
? ?4.4
   
][250000 kgWWW tarepaypaygross ???
It can be denoted that in the present conditions the tare weight can reach the 
10% of the gross payload resulting disadvantageous if compared with the 
currently ULD used; however, the benefits of using intermodal containers are 
considered fundamental for  the improvements of the international commerce.   
4.1.3. Fuselage features 
Fuselage is designed specifically for containers transportation; its layout has 
to  reduce manufacturing and maintenance costs and to save structural 
weight; no connection has to exists with passenger aircraft (no pressurization 
is present). 
Economy remains the primary driver for the fuselage layout and aircraft 
general configuration. 
In particular, the most important features can be split  into the following 
points: 
? No windows are required. 
? The pressurization is limited to cockpit area and to a dedicated zone to pet 
and animal transportation only when it is required.  This feature permits 
to save a considerable part on the structural weight because of the 
absence of the membrane (and bending) stresses due to pressurization. 
? Systems are adapted only for cargo hold so they result smaller and simpler 
than passenger aircraft ones. For example, air conditioning needs only to 
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avoid possible goods’ worsening and light systems needs only in the 
load/unload operations. 
? No particular furnishing and simple cabin set.  
? Floor has designed in order to allow a simple cargo movement; moreover, 
locking systems must ensure that containers don’t move during flight and 
don’t cause damages. 
4.2. Cargo location 
Fuselage shape depends strongly upon by the cargo location. It can be defined 
through different parameters. 
? Container per section: the number of  containers in the fuselage section; it 
gives a direct measurement of the transversal cargo disposition. 
? Cargo levels or decks: number or decks in which the containers are placed. 
Previous papers [4] , focused on the problem of the ISO container disposition within  
very large freighter, arrived to the conclusion that the best solution  consists with 
four containers per section, disposed in two loading levels, as shown in fig. 
3.2,positioned longitudinally.  
As shown before, this solution is not applicable in the PrandlPlane because of the 
different fuselage section which has to be larger and lower than conventional ones. 
Then, in the present case, it results more convenient a larger single deck where to 
locate the containers, with just one deck: in this way, loading and unloading 
operations result very simplified. 
With a longitudinal positioning of the containers and three containers per section, we 
have the disposition shown in Fig. 4.3: 
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         Fig. 4. 3:  solution 1 for cargo disposition 
A second configuration is possible if the container length is oriented in transversally 
while maintaining a single cargo level; Fig. 4.4 shows one container per section 
disposition:  
     Fig. 4. 4: solution 2 for cargo disposition 
Both the solutions are possible and present advantages and disadvantages. 
Apart from structural empty weight, the first solution could be interesting  when 
associated with a front and rear loading/unloading, typical of fuselages with moveable 
ends. The second solution is associated with a simper structural solution as proved 
later in this paper.  
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Comparing  the two solutions, it can be denoted that the requested fuselage width in 
the first case is very big so that the possible section can be very crushed resulting not 
so advantageous in structural terms; instead, the longitudinal encumbrance is 
reduced.
On the other side, the second solution allows to limit the fuselage width on despite of 
the longitudinal disposition which results very close to the allowed length. 
Although other aspects (described in the next paragraphs) affect  notably the choice 
between the two solutions, previous figures already show that, the first solution allows 
to increase further on  the payload weight, in line with the long term evolution 
predicted for air cargo  but it involve in bigger and heavier fuselage. 
4.3. Definition of the fuselage cross section 
The fuselage shape affects appreciably the parasite drag so that for small-medium size 
aircraft, the design intends mainly to minimize the drag. In this case, Fig. 4.6 shows 
that , the cylindrical part of the fuselage, the drag coefficient can be split in three 
contributions, related to the Slenderness Ratio F?  , defined as follows: 
? ?5.4
    
,
fus
fus
F
L
?
??
where fus?  is the fuselage  equivalent diameter, defined  in function of the fuselage 
section area as below: 
? ?6.4
    
?
sec4A
fus ??
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                       Fig. 4. 5: dependence of parasite drag from slenderness ratio 
From Figure 4.5, the drag coefficient is optimized for Slenderness Ratio in between 2 
and 6. 
When increasing aircraft dimensions, fuselage contribution to the total parasite drag 
becomes progressively smaller and, at the same time, the “optimum” slenderness 
ratios don’t allow an appropriate payload location. In fact, the actual values of F?  for 
existing aircraft, in the range 10-12, underline the importance to be given to 
considerations different from the  aerodynamic  fuselage design. 
A plausible design philosophy can be summarized as proposed by Torembeek [14]:
“the fuselage should be designed from the inside outwards and the skin should 
envelop the load in such a way that the wetted area is minimum, thus avoiding break 
away of the airflow as far as possible”. 
Based on the Torembeek’s assumption, preliminary section designs has been  out, 
taking a compromise with structural optimization into account. 
Figure 4.6 shows the geometric feature of a fuselage section relevant in particular to 
the solution in Fig. 4.4, while Figure 4.7 collects the section relevant to both the 
solution together, in order to allow a rapid comparison in term of overall dimension.   
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         Fig. 4. 6: Geometric definition of the fuselage cross section 
The fuselage cross section design takes the following aspect into account for both the 
solutions shown before: 
? The external shape presents two symmetry axis and it is composed of just two 
circumferences arches with the centers located in the symmetry axes 
respectively.  
?  Consecutive arches must have the same tangent; the first derivatives of the 
curves are continuous contrary to the second one (curvature).  
? An overall height is ensured in order to guarantee an appropriate bending 
stiffness to the fuselage. 
? The top circumference is  designed in order to ensure a proper  clearance 
between containers and external shape. 
? The lateral gap shown  in Figure 4.6 allows a passage way to the crew during 
load operations; it is guaranteed by an appropriate curvature of the lateral 
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circumference and also by the vertical cargo gap (between aircraft and 
container symmetry axis). 
? The front wing crosses the fuselage  in the under the cargo deck without any 
interference; this space also allows to place the internal main undercarriage 
without interference with the main deck. 
? Proper  reinforcements of the cargo deck are considered.  
? The solutions shown before are to be taken as preliminary; final configuration 
will result from a long and complex optimization process; anyway, they could 
give a starting point when they could be proved as “satisfactory” if compared 
with conventional configuration. 
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    Fig. 4. 7: PrandtlPlane Freighter conceptual cross section 
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As shown in fig. 4.8, the cross sections have the same height in order to guarantee an 
adequate moment in both cases against the high bending moment (deeply described in 
Chapter 7). 
The different container location in solution 2 allows to reduce the  fuselage width of  
about 1 [m] respect to the first one; keeping constant the total fuselage length, the 
total wetted surface is reduced; through CAD software, the reduction is estimated in 
about 11%, that means a 3% reduction of the fuselage coefficient drag.  
The preliminary deck reinforcements, drawn in Fig. 4.8, indicate that a heaver deck is 
requested because  of the higher loads affecting the floor beam and at least two roller 
bearing per container  are needed. 
In the second solution, from figure 4.7, the number of roller bearing is reduced, and 
the beam length is reduced together with the reinforcement trusses. 
Thus, the second solution seems is  preferable when the payload is limited to 24 ISO 
containers because of both the  lower wetted surface and section structural weight. 
Lateral aisles in both solution allow the  passage to the crew for checks and safety 
operations. 
           
          Fig. 4. 8: fuselage section CAD skecth. 
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4.4. Doors and load systems 
The choice of the loading/unloading procedure affects notably the design of both the 
front and rear parts of the fuselage and, also, the cockpit location. 
Rear and front removable fuselage represent the best solution in order to reduce 
operating times and to simplify the load devices: a possible configuration is reported 
in Fig. 4.9; 
         Fig. 4. 9: rear and front doors configuration 
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Although this solution is used in many of existing large freighters, the front and rear 
doors have different drowbacks: 
? The fuselage nose must be lifted up involving  an increase of the hydraulic 
actuating systems, structures weights, maintenance and initial  
? The cockpit must be located in an appropriate dome on the upper fuselage, as 
show in Fig. 4.10, without interfering with the nose kinematic: 
          
Fig. 4. 10: cockpit up dome. 
A second possible solution could be obtained by means of two doors for any side, close 
to the rear and front fuselage respectively. In this way, structural overstresses due to 
open holes are avoided because the doors can be positioned where the stresses are 
negligible (as deeply described in Chapter 9). 
The rear doors must not interfere with both  the main landing gear and the fin-
fuselage joint.  
Besides, if the container location of Fig. 4.3 is assumed, doors dimensions result 
similar to the existing freighters ones (see Fig. 4.11). 
Loading/unloading  operating times can be reduced as well in this case because unit 
load devices are a limited number (24) and operation can be done in both front and 
rear  areas at the same time. 
The operation could be also done with the existing ground facilities. 
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Fig. 4. 11: side doors configuration 
4.5. Cockpit location and design 
The cockpit design for a freighter  is the only area where crew operates. Thus, it  
must include toilet and galley for the crew, in addition to avionic part. 
Assuming the same block time calculated in paragraph 3.9, a crew composition could 
be compared of 3 pilots: two of them working, the third rests; in this contest, a rest 
zone must be taken into account too.  
Cockpit location must ensure to avoid the pressurization structural overstresses; 
therefore,  a bulkhead and appropriate shell thickness are  designed. 
In the present paper, a possible arrangement of the cockpit is defined only  in the 
second container configuration which represents the best solution to carry the 
reference payload. 
In this case, the cockpit can be easily located in the front part of the fuselage: the 
total floor surface allows to place toilet, galley and a rest zone (a possible plan 
configuration is shown in Fig. 4.13 and Fig. 4.14): 
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        Fig. 4. 12: a possible cockpit arrangement, in plane  
        Fig. 4. 13: possible cockpit arrangement, CAD model for encumbrances estimation 
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The cockpit is at the same level  of the cargo deck and the same cargo doors can be 
used for  the crew entrance;  in this way the pilot seats are set in an advanced 
location in order to accomplish the view envelope requirements respecting at the same 
time the ergonomic limits described in [15] and reported in Fig. 4.15:  
          Fig. 4. 14: recommended flight deck dimensions 
The Regulations define also a view envelope in which the pilot visual cannot be 
obstructed (excluding the window upright); then, placing seats in accordance with the 
measures reported in Fig. 4.15, windows shape and dimensions are designed in order 
to respect the following view envelope: 
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Fig. 4. 15: view envelope (prescribed by FAR 25.777) 
Fig. 4. 16: frontal angles of the view envelope  
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In fact, the view envelope is reported  in the fuselage geometric model in CATIA 
environment as shown in figure 4.16, 4.17 and, afterwards,  the intersection curves 
between view planes and fuselage shape have been considered for the windows design. 
          
Fig. 4. 17: lateral angles of the view envelope 
In Figures 4.18 and 4.19 the windows shape and the canopy generation are reported: 
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         Fig. 4. 18: windows shape design. 
        Fig. 4. 19: canopy generation. 
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4.6. Main landing gear 
The main landing gear design depends by the analysis of the centers of gravity for 
many components (empty operating structure, payload, fuel…etc) because its 
disposition and dimensions must ensure the aircraft ground stability. 
In the present activity, only a preliminary estimation of landing gear main aspects 
can be done; then, the most important items are the following: 
? Main landing gears are located in lateral booms connected to the fuselage. The 
main deck height ensures no interference between cargo floor and landing gear 
kinematics;
? The landing gear height has to be as lowest as possible. 
? The longitudinal position must ensure an adequate tipback angle; for long 
fuselages with a low value of tail cone angle, as the PrP-Freighter, the  
landing gear must be located as backward as possible; 
? The lateral disposition has to be the best compromise between an adequate 
turn-over angle (which involves in large width) and the bending stresses acting 
on the structural components (for which small width is preferable). 
? The elevated value of MTOW (see following chapter), suggest to have an 
elevated number of wheels and legs so that the load acting in each structural 
component is reduced; this configuration is already adopted in several existing 
freighter (AN-225,C-5) which have an elevated logitudinal length of the main 
landing gear (not less than 10 meter). 
? The kinematics for legs extraction has to be  simple. For example, the 
kinematic solution proposed in [16] can be adopted also in this case. 
The possible landing gear  booms configuration is reported in Fig. 4.20: 
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         Fig. 4. 20: main landing gear disposition 
4.7. Geometry generation 
The geometric model of the entire aircraft was created through the use of the software 
named ASD® which is a program developed at the Department of Aerospace 
Engineering of the University of Pisa [17].
This software, created in Matlab® environment, allows to generate parametric surfaces 
dedicated to CFD simulations; the created geometry can also easily exported to the 
most important CAD software, like CATIA® or Pro-Engineer®.
The parametric features and the flexibility of its tool allow a remarkable time saving 
in the realization and change of geometrical models especially in the case of 
nonconventional configuration. The same operations, made with modern CAD
packages, would  require a high degree of experience from the operator and, in any 
case, would not allow the same speed in modifying the parameters. 
ASD® is based on the interpolation of NURBS curves in order to generate the 
parametric shapes; a set of different tools can be used for the various aircraft 
components generation. 
The ASD main interface window, shown in Fig. 4.22, allows to access to the different 
component creation tools:  
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         Fig. 4. 21: ASD® main interface window 
4.7.1. Body creation 
The fuselage shape is created trough the definition of appropriate guide lines  
Fig. 4. 22: body generation
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and control cross sections. 
As shown in Fig. 4.23, the guide lines (Top, Bottom, Side, Center lines) 
represent the body longitudinal skeleton defining both the lateral and 
longitudinal dimensions. 
The body is obtained positioning some control sections along the longitudinal 
axis; in fact, it results by the interpolation of consecutive section in such a 
way  to ensure  the continuity of the first derivate excluding singularities 
born. 
The software request also the definition of the other following parameters: 
? The coordinates X0,Y0,Z0 identify the global position of the body in 
respect to other aircraft main components. 
? The cross section is divides in two parts, separated by  the side line, 
in order to simplify and design the upper and the lower areas apart. 
? Frames spacing identifies the location points of the control sections. 
The guide lines are input in form of points sequence in file .Dat. This file is 
created trough another program, named Lines and developed at the Pisa 
University too [18], that allows to generate them in dependence of simple 
geometric parameters that are reported as follows: 
? Body length fusL ;
? Nose vertical location nosez ;
? Longitudinal position of the maximum height maxTx ;
? Maximum height maxT  ; 
? End fuselage thickness baseT ;
? Thickness percentage of the upper part (if 50%, the fuselage is 
symmetric) topTmax%  ; 
? Nose sharp factor  for the upper part upk ;
? Vertical  position of the end fuselage centerline basez  ; 
? Nose sharp factor  for the lower part downk  ;
? Maximum width maxW  ; 
? End fuselage width baseW  ; 
? Side sharp factor sidek  ;
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The geometric definition of the lines is explained in the following figure: 
           Fig. 4.24: sideline generation 
Fig. 4. 23: centerline, bottomline and topline generation
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The program allows also to modify the initial lines introducing straight 
parts(RECT), or cusp (CUSP), or portions with constant second 
derivate(COSQUAD) for both the sideline and the top and bottom lines. 
In the present case, the guide lines generation is split in three phases, each 
one related with a specific fuselage part. In fact the entire fuselage can be 
divided into: a front part (from the nose until the end of taper shape), one 
straight central section, and a rear part (starting from the rear taper until the 
fuselage end). 
In this way, the  manipulation and the possible modification of any part can 
be done without affecting the global geometry. 
The fuselage cross sections is a NURBS curve defined by some control points. 
It is interpolated along them to ensure the first derivates continuity.  For 
example, Fig.4.26 shows the generation of a ¼ circle, whose one point is 
moved out. Although the point displacement introduces a singularity point  
in a simple linear interpolation (curve black), the NURBS curve maintains 
the first derivate continuity (blue one). 
Fig. 4. 25: advanced guidelines features.
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                                  Fig. 4. 26: NURBS curve for the control section 
In the present case, the definition of the cross section is very simple because 
it is composed by two circumference arches that are tangent in a specific 
point  as described in paragraph 4.3 . The section has also two symmetry 
axes so that just a ¼  can be defined.  
The resulting fuselage is reported in Fig. 4.27;  
Fig. 4. 27: parametric definition of the freighter fuselage shape
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It results that the front part of the fuselage have a longitudinal length equal 
to 6 [m] so that the shape is not as tapered as the current aircraft are.  On 
the other side, this shape allows to locate an additional container in the front 
zone. 
The length of the rear part is 26 [m]; in this way, the lower surface upsweep 
angle results the best compromise between an adequate tipbank angle (as 
requested by regulations), and a sufficient volume to locate the nominal 
payload. 
Afterward, the resulting fuselage was exported as .IGES file and opened in 
CATIA® environment in order to apply other possible modifications like 
cockpit and doors design. 
              Fig. 4. 28: CAD model of the fuselage shape. 
4.7.2. Other components generation 
The lifting surfaces generation is based on the same procedures described in 
the case of the body, substituting the control cross section with the airfoil. 
Then, the generic wing bay is created by the extrusion of the airfoil along the 
leading edge direction. 
In this way, other parameters are requested to define entirely the wings 
geometry and to locate them in the global model; from the tool interface 
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shown in Fig. 4.30, both the Dihedron and the Sweep angle (of the leading 
edge) must be defined in each bay comprise between two control airfoils. 
The other angle entities (Alpha, Beta, Theta), define instead the rotation 
components for each airfoil. 
Another important aspect is represented by the possibility to create adequate 
joints between wing and body or between wing and wing (for example fin and 
rear wing).  
The tool, called Fillet (or Tfillet in the case of wing-to-wing joint), consists in 
the generation of a hole delimitated by the penetrating element projection 
curve, over the body (or wing). The fillet type (Linear or Smooth) is the basic 
parameter for joint design, and it becomes very important in the case of wing 
to body joint causing remarkable influence on the local aerodynamic behavior. 
Fig. 4. 29: ASD wing creation tool
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The geometric model of the entire aircraft will be presented in the following 
chapters, after the analysis of flight performances and weight, because of 
their great influence on the wing surface definition. 
Fig. 4. 30: Wing to body fillet generation
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Chapter  5 
Preliminary estimation of weights and 
performance
5.1. Calculation procedure
Only a first rough estimation of takeoff weight can be done at this design stage, using 
preliminary models for the empty weight and the fuel consumption evaluation 
respectively. 
The total weight of an aircraft at the takeoff can be usually split in the following 
parts: 
? ?1.5          fueleocrewpayto WWWWW ????
Where: 
? toW   is the maximum takeoff weight (MTOW); 
? payW  is the payload weight assumed as operational requirement; 
? crewW is the weight of crew assuming a value of 95 kg for each unit; 
? eoW  is the empty weight of the aircraft in the operating conditions; 
? fuelW  is the weight of fuel required for the completion of the nominal mission. 
?
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Relation ? ?1.5  can be also expressed in terms of the weight ratios ???
?
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?
to
eo
W
W
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?
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W
W
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It’s very difficult to find exhaustive models for the estimation of empty weights in the 
case of a nonconventional aircraft and, thus, the maximum takeoff weight estimation 
of the PrP-Freighter will be affected by greater errors than ones obtained in the case 
of a conventional aircraft. 
Also the empty weight models  based on mean values of existing aircraft data, cannot 
be used. 
In the next items  the estimation of the operational empty weight fraction ???
?
???
?
to
eo
W
W
.
Breguet’s formula is adopted for the fuel weight fraction ???
?
???
?
to
fuel
W
W
estimation; in this 
case, the definition of the correct “Project Point” is necessary in order to determine 
the efficiency in flight condition and, in succession, the fuel consumption in cruise and 
loiter. 
The “Project Point” is defined as the couple of wing loading ???
?
???
?
S
W
 and horsepower-
to-weight ???
?
???
?
W
hp
values; these  ratios are not independent each other. 
Obviously, the aircraft performance and “Project Point” depend on toW , and thus  an 
iterative procedure is needed in order to have convergence both for the weight and for 
the flight performances. 
The calculation procedure is described in figure 5.1: 
?
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Aspect Ratio AR depends on wing loading ???
?
???
?
S
W
and the takeoff weight toW but not 
on wingspan; as previously established, the Wingspan  b is set to the maximum 
Fig. 5. 1: weights and performances estimation process
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admissible value (80[m]) for the ground operations independently of the Wing Surface 
S , in order to ensure the greatest aspect ratio and efficiency in flight condition and 
an external loop for the convergence of the Aspect Ratio value is needed too. 
As shown in the figure, the calculation procedure is very simple because at this point, 
several aerodynamic parameters like the doc , ltoc , etc..,  can be only defined at a 
very approximate level through statistical estimation. Also the kind of propulsion 
system doesn’t allow to determine the aerodynamic parameter in depth. 
5.2. Determination of the Project Point
The Project Point is defined by the Wing Loading and  Power-to-Weight ratios, are 
the main parameters affecting aircraft performance. 
The Project Point is assumed in such a way that all the operational requirements are 
accomplished in each mission segment, as shown below in this paragraph. 
5.2.1. Takeoff
The takeoff requirements are expressed in terms of “Balanced Field Length”,
? ?BLF . The BLF is defined as the field length  necessary to safely take off in 
the worst possible case, namely with a one engine failure occurring at the 
decision speed;  the takeoff is completed when the aircraft passes over an 
obstacle of 35 ft with a speed equal to 1.1 times the stall speed. 
From FAR Regulation, BLF is correlated to the Take Off Parameter (TOP), 
which depends on both the wing loading and the power-to-weight ratios, 
according to the following relation: 
? ?3.5     
W
hpc
S
W
TOP
Lto ??
?
?
Where: 
? ?   is the ratio between the takeoff airport altitude and the sea level air 
densities; in this case, we assume 1?? .
? Ltoc  is the takeoff lift coefficient; it can be deduced by the maxLc (stall 
Lc ) divided by 1.21 because takeoff speed is equals to 1.1 times the stall 
?
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velocity as prescribed by the regulation. The value is extrapolated from  
previous papers about PrandtlPlane aircraft [19] in which the  maximum 
takeoff lift coefficient was calculated. 
In the present case of a PrP-Freighter, we assume (from [19]) 5.2max ?toLc ;
then, we have: 
? ?4.5     3.2
21.1
max ?? toLppLto
cc
The value of toLc max  is higher than for conventional aircraft because high lift 
devices equip both the  wings and the ailerons are positioned on both wing 
tips.
Moreover, a propelled propulsion system usually increase the flap efficiency, 
for an expected increase of Ltoc  by the 10%. 
It results: 
? ?5.5     5.21.1 ??? ppLtoLto cc
The FAR 25 relationship between BLF and TOP is shown in fig. (5.2) where 
the takeoff distance is equals to the BFL: 
Fig. 5. 2: relation between the TOP and the BLF
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For the present case we assume a total field length into the range 3000-4000 
[m] in order to operate in normal airports. 
Figure 6.2 shows that TOP for a propeller is higher than the one for a jet 
engine aircraft because of the better takeoff performance of the propelled 
propulsion system. 
The Power-to-Weight ratio is obtained from eq. (5.3): 
? ?6.5     
TOPc
S
W
W
hp
Lto ??
?
?
And it is reported in the fig. (5.3) for different values of BLF : an initial, a 
reference value of 3500 [m] is assumed. 
5.2.2. Climb
Regulations require that the aircraft can maintain a given trajectory angle    
(CGR). The climb segments have to be satisfied with one engine failure. 
The second phase of climb results the most demanding in term of CGR; the 
relevant speed value and the aerodynamic configuration are taken from the  
FAR25 and reported in the Tab. 6.1: 
Fig. 5. 3: Power to Weight ratio vs Wing Loading at the takeoff
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In the present analysis, the Power-to-Weight ratio is estimated during a  
rising trajectory as follows[20] :
? ?7.5     
vW
PPCGR nd ??
? ?8.5        
W
PvCGR
W
hpK
W
P n
oei
d ????
Where : 
? dP   is the available power of the propulsion system; 
?
eng
aeng
oei N
NN
K
?
? is a parameter which takes into account the engine 
failure; it can be determined from the knowledge of the number of 
engines engN  which equips the aircraft and the number of failure engines 
aN ;
? ? is the flight speed, equals to 1.2 times the stall speed; although the 
stall speed can be calculated for any given wing loading, it is assumed 
based on historical trends, ? ?smvst 75? ;
? W is equals to  the aircraft takeoff weight; 
? nP  is the power necessary to fly; it equals to the total drag multiplied 
the flight speed; 
By  introducing the aerodynamic drag D, such that: 
? ?9.5     nPvD ?? ,
Eq. 5.8 becomes: 
? ?10.5
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CGR Speed N° engine failure Aerodynamic Weight 
0.03 1.2 Vst 1 Takeoff flap Wto
Tab 5. 1: climb condtion on the second segment
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By using approximation that the total lift equals weight we have: 
? ?11.5     
Sv
WgcL
2
2
1 ?
?
The eq. (5.10) becomes: 
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Where the additional parameters are: 
? 042.0_0 ?clDc  is the parasite drag coefficient d from historical data. It 
takes into account the drag increase due to high lift systems’ extension; 
?
cl
cl eAR
K
??
?
?
1
:  the Oswald number, e calculated in chapter 2,  is 
reduced by 5% because of  the not cleaning configuration; 
According to Eq. (5.12), if we assumed a fixed climb speed, the power-to-
weight ratio is composed by three terms; two of them depend on the wing 
loading and, in particular, the first one depends on the parasite drag and it’s 
in inverse proportion with wing loading;  the second one depends on the 
induced drag and it increases linearly with the wing loading. The third term 
finally, takes the power surplus needed to have the prescribed climb into 
account and is independent of the Wing Loading. The single terms are shown 
in figure (5.4) vs the Wing Loading 
S
W
 ,where the total drag (black curve) 
results by the sum of the three terms. 
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5.2.3. Cruise
The first estimation of Power-to-Weight ratio in cruise condition  is based on 
the force and momentum equilibrium: 
? ?13.5     ? ???
?
???
?
vqSKcqScDvP
qScW
LDd
L
2
0
Substituting the lift coefficient from the first equation, one obtains: 
? ?14.5    
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Which is equivalent to eq (5.12) without considering the power surplus to 
climb. 
The cruise speed refers to the condition of maximum aerodynamic efficiency 
or  lift-to-drag ratio, so that the maximum range of a propelled aircraft can 
be optimized and the optimum cruise speed is the following: 
Fig. 5. 4: Power-to-Weight ratio in climb condition
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? ?15.5     
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The aerodynamic parameters are now related to the aircraft clean 
configuration and the Oswald coefficient is that for a PrandtlPlane (expressed 
in chapter 2), while the parasite drag coefficient is assumed 0.022. These 
values, already used in previous papers [19], are typical of for large wide-body 
aircraft increased by  10% to take the unconventional configuration and the 
larger fuselage into account. 
The Power-to-Weight ratio required in cruise, can be now reported to takeoff 
condition as follows: 
)16.5(     ???
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The weight ratio can be deduced by the historical trends of weight fractions 
during take off and the climb respectively: so the following reference value is 
assumed.  
975.0????
?
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W
W
The power ratio
cr
to
hp
hp
 is determined by data of existing propfan which 
represent the reference point for propulsion features evaluation; in this case 
the available power in cruise is the half of the takeoff maximum power and it 
results: 
2????
?
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?
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to
hp
hp
5.2.4. Approaching
The approaching speed of a commercial aircraft is requested to be at least 1.3 
times higher than the stall speed, so the Wing Loading can be easily 
?
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determined if a plausible value is assumed for the approach speed (in turn, it 
is usually defined in the initial specifications). 
)17.5(    max
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As for the max lift coefficient maxLc  , and for the approach speed appv  , we 
assume: 
;9.2
];/[75v
max
app
?
?
Lc
sm
The lift coefficient is higher than [19], assuming a smaller sweep angle of the 
present aircraft. 
In this case the Wing Loading can be directly calculated and it doesn’t 
depend on Power-to-Weight ratio; we obtain: 
? ?2/555 mkg
S
W
app
?
Now, the project point can be determined taking all the previous condition 
into account as shown in Fig. (5.5): 
Fig. 5. 5: Project Point determination
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The requirements relevant to  all the flight conditions can be satisfied in the 
region above all the curve and in the left of the approach line. 
We can remark that cruise is the most constraining condition in term of 
required power-to weight ratio, while the stall speed during approach gives a 
threshold value for the wing loading which cannot be exceeded. 
Thus, the performances of the aircraft can be improved by refining the 
aerodynamic parameters which affect significantly the required power during 
cruise. Moreover, it  can be expected that the a propfan engine has a higher 
cruise power than the propeller considered here, so that the power ratio in eq. 
(5.16) can be reduced (the adopted value is conservative).  
Finally, good high-lift devices have to be designed  in order to ensure high 
values of maxLC  , so that  the required wing loading during the approach can 
be increased. 
The Project Point value is determined from the procedure shown before and a 
starting point for the aircraft design is: 
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5.3. Empty Weight fraction
The evaluation of the empty weight fraction is very difficult because of the 
unconventional configuration both of wings and  fuselage. 
Preliminary models that are based on statistical estimation of main component’s 
weight fraction  were developed in previous papers for  the case of a passenger 
PrandtlPlane aircraft; the result is reported in the Tab. (5.2): 
Component W
i
/W
to 
Wing 0.16
Tail 0.017
Fuselage 0.134
Power plants 0.05
Landing gears 0.05
Fixed Equipment 0.08
Total W
eo
/W
to
 0.491 
?Tab 5. 2: empty weight fraction breakdown
?
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The previous weight fraction is not applicable in the case of PrP-Freighter for many 
reasons. 
In fact , the model is developed for a medium sized aircraft and so it doesn’t take into 
account that the empty weight fraction is sensitive to aircraft dimension; in this 
sense, a first approximate rule can be summarized as follow: “larger the airplane, 
lower the empty weight fraction”. 
Thus, a first estimation of the empty weight fraction can be done as a function of the 
MTOW through statistical models. 
In particular, the Jane’s statistical model [21] (shown in fig. 5.6)  is used  in this paper; 
this model is a simple exponential function of the MTOW: 
)18.5(     
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where A and B depend on the aircraft  category. For a large wide body, we have: 
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how  that large wide-bodies have a lower empty Fig. 5. 6: Jane’s statistical model
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weight fraction than medium aircraft but, on the other hand, the statistics is affected 
by a large scatter factor and the relevant errors could be significant  if compared with 
the current.  
A second important aspect regards the fuselage weight fraction; the data from 
literature, are reported for passenger aircraft in which the pressurization influences 
considerably the fuselage structure design and weight. 
As described in detail in the following chapters, the stress are considerably reduced in 
the case of the PrP-freighter because of the lack of  pressurization and the different 
structural model of the fuselage; in fact the fuselage is equivalent to a doubly 
supported beam with the support made by the wings contrary to conventional ones, 
equivalent to a cantilever beam. 
So, keeping constant the stress level, the fuselage of the present freighter is lighter; in 
first approximation a weight saving of 30% is expected. 
Thus, the  empty weight fraction breakdown described in Tab. (5.2)  can be modified 
considering also a weight saving due to equipment reduction: 
This value accords with the Jane’s equation which therefore is assumed to be valid in 
the calculation procedure. 
Component Wi/Wto
Wing 0.16 
Tail 0.017 
Fuselage 094.0%30134.0 ??
Power plants 0.05 
Landing gears 0.05 
Fixed Equipment 0.04 
Total Weo/Wto 0.41 
Tab 5. 3: empty weight fraction break down, corrected
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5.4. Fuel Weight fraction
The fuel weight fraction is directly related with the fuel consumption during the 
mission, that is: 
)19.5(    ? ? ???
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where the  coefficient 1.05 suggests a 5% fuel increment to account for the reserve. 
In  eq. (5.19), finW  denotes the aircraft weight at the end of the mission;  mission 
profile is shown in figure (5.7) while the relevant specification data are reported in 
Tab (6.4). 
Range 3000 [nm]
Cruise altitude 7000 [m] 
Cruise specific fuel consumption  ?
?
?
?
?
?
? hhp
kg135.0
Cruise Mach 0.6 
Loiter 30 [min] 
Loiter  specific fuel consumption  ?
?
?
?
?
?
?hhp
kg15.0
Loiter altitude 2000 [m] 
Tab 5. 4: mission specification
Fig. 5. 7: mission profile 
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The foreseen flight program is the cruise climb in which  speed, power and trim are 
kept constant and the weight reduction is corrected by the increasing altitude. 
The specific fuel consumption described in Tab. 5.4  comes from data on existing 
propfan engines [22]. The cruise altitude and speed are compatible with the engine and 
propeller performances. 
The loiter speed is chosen in order to maximize the endurance; so,  it can be 
determined by the relationship: 
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The weight ratio can be further split into several contributions, each one relative to a 
phase of the mission in Fig. 5.7. 
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Some weight ratios can be estimated from historical data (see  Tab. (5.5)); the ratios 
3
4
W
W
and 
4
5
W
W
, related with cruise and loiter fuel consumption, are computed starting 
from the aircraft performances. 
The cruise an loiter weight fraction are determined using Breguet formula in the case 
of propeller (constant power); for the cruise condition we have: 
  Weight fractions 
toW
W2 0.992
2
3
W
W
0.985
5
6
W
W
0.99
6W
Wfin
1
Tab 5. 5: segment weight fractions
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where the efficiency is computed considering the cruise speed, the wing loading and 
assuming for the  propeller efficiency p? =0.9, we obtain: 
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In the case of the loiter, the Breguet formula becomes: 
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where the loiter efficiency can be related with the maximum one as follows: 
)25.5(     crloi EE ?? 866.0
5.5. Results
The calculation procedure explained in the first paragraph, gives the followings results 
in terms of weights: 
Weight Value [kg] 
Weight fraction 
Wi/Wto
Maximum takeoff 
weight to
W 624883 1
Empty Operative 
Weight eo
W 250420 0.4011
Fuel Weight fuelW 124460 0.1943
Payload payW 250000 0.4046
Tab 5. 6: weight results
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It can be denoted that the fuel weight fraction results highly reduced compared with 
the other freighters, because of the very low specific fuel consumption of the propfans.  
Specifically, the weight reductions during cruise and loiter are, respectively: 
852.0:
3
4 ?
W
WCruise
990.0:
4
5 ?
W
WLoiter
Moreover, the empty weight fraction is in line with the results explained in Tab (5.3). 
Thus we can now adjust the data in Tab. 5.3 and the value can be split in order to 
evaluate main components weight. Some of the coefficient that compare in Tab (6.3) 
are corrected with a factor C, in order to have a total empty weight fraction equal to 
the calculated one. 
The new empty weight distribution is shown in Tab. 5.7: 
Now, we can estimate the wing surface and the Aspect Ratio: 
)26.5(     ? ?21150 m
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W
WS to ?
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Component Wi/Wto Weight [kg] 
Wing 0.158 98517 
Tail 0.0166 10257 
Fuselage 0.092 58445 
Power plants 0.04 26715 
Landing gears 0.05 32497 
Fixed 
Equipment
0.038 24079 
Total 0.401 250420 
Tab 5. 7: empty weight breakdown
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Finally, also we can calculate the required power on the basis of the project point: 
)28.5(    
? ?hp
W
hpWP tor 109200???
Using the existing propfans, we need 8 engines; 
In fact as previously described, the actual engines  can provide until 14000 ehp at 
takeoff, as declared in the specification data for the Ivchenko-Progress D-27: 
In the last years, more research programs have started with the aim to develop the 
propfan performance so that an improvement  of the equivalent power can be 
expected; when the power could be increased by 30%, (up to 18000 ehp), the required 
engines for the PrP-freighter will be reduced to 6. 
Tab. 5. 8: propfan specification[5]
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Chapter  6 
Geometry generation of the conceptual 
layout
6.1. General considerations 
Performance calculations allow us to determine a first wing configuration, so that the 
preliminary conceptual layout can be completed. 
The present conceptual layout results from a very approximate sizing and  deeper 
analysis on stability and  aerodynamics are requested. Even with the limitations, the 
unconventional features that are typical of the PrandtlPlan Freighter can be 
evidenced. 
6.2. Wing Planform 
The following data are starting ones for the determination of wing planform: 
   ][1150 2mStot ? ,   ][80 mb ?
From previous papers [19]  analysis with the best aerodynamic configuration of a 
PrandtlPlane, front and rear wing surfaces are: 
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Moreover other main assumption  in the case of freighter with a flight speed of 0.6
Mach are the following: 
? High sweep angles are not requested because of the subsonic field, but adequate 
values must be assigned to both the front (positive) and rear wing (negative) in 
order to avoid  too long vertical bulks; 
? The tip chord is assigned preliminarily (about 4 [m]) in order to give an 
appropriate structural stiffness and strength to the vertical bulks. 
? The wing vertical gap must be long enough to ensure high aerodynamic efficiency 
of the box wing. At the same time, a to big value can cause structural problems. 
Moreover, some possible airfoils are assumed to complete the geometric definition; 
airfoils able to need high efficiency in subsonic cruise together with an high maximum 
lift coefficient so as to improve the low speed performance during takeoff or 
approaching  
A subsonic airfoil is usually taken from the 5 or 6 digit NACA airfoil also because 
complete database, completely available in literature[23].
As an example, the following airfoil are assumed for the first wing geometry: 
? NACA 63210 for both the wings; 
? NACA 63A010 for fins; 
? NACA 0012 for the vertical bulks; 
The shapes are shown in Fig. 6.1: 
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Fig. 6. 1: selected airfoil 
The thickness-chord ratio result relatively small ( t/c=0.10) in order to allow  the 
fuselage-front wing crossing without interferences with the cargo deck. 
Even though the wing thickness is reduced,  the fuel can be entirely located into the 
wing tanks whose volume is much greater than the requested one; fuel tank can be 
disposed as shown in Fig. 6.2. 
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         Fig. 6. 2: volume calculation of the wing tank. 
The fuel weight required for the mission completion was already calculated (Chapter 
5): 
     ][124460 kgW fuel ? ;
And, considering an average fuel density  ]/[790 3mkgf ??  , the requested volume 
is easily obtained: 
? ?1.6    ],[54.157
3m
W
V
f
fuel
fuel ?? ?
which is less than  the half of the available wing tank volume (352 m3). 
This aspect confers  a great flexibility to the aircraft because the range can be notably 
extended after reducing the payload mass and keeping constant the MTOW.
The possible wing arrangement, determined by the use of the ASD® software 
previously described, is reported in Figures 6.3 and 6.4: 
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  Fig. 6. 3: Conceptual layout of the PrandtlPlane freighter. 
?
  Fig. 6. 4: wing arrangement, plan view 
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Fig. 6.4 also shows that the rear wing is moved forward along the longitudinal axis 
involving in several effects reported below: 
? The bending moment along the fuselage is reduced because some of the payload 
and structural mass act on the outer  fuselage, changes and reduces the bending 
moment between the wings. 
? The forward movement of the rear wing determines a reduction of the longitudinal  
margin of stability. For this reason, it would be preferable to increase the CL?
derivative of the rear wing on despite of the front one or the surface of rear wing. 
? The forward position of the fins reduces notably also the tail volume so that to 
increase larger fins are needed. 
In this context, the best wing system depend of a larger number of parameters.  
An optimization process of the lifting system has been come out  leading to different 
solution according to the constrains introduced. 
As an example, figure 6.5 shows the starting configuration Conf0, and the final 
configuration obtained without taking the low speed conditions into account; total 
wing system planform are is slightly reduced and the front wing has a bigger sweep 
angle. 
As an example, a second wing configuration deriving by an optimization procedure for 
the cruise condition provide a different configuration especially for the front wing: 
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         Fig. 6. 5: differences between initial and optimized configuration 
However, this configuration could involves in a decline of the low speed performances 
so that a correct design must take also low speed aspects (including the design of high 
lift devices) into account. 
Therefore, in the present paper the considered wing layout is reported in Fig. 6.3 
assuming that the future optimization will take the characteristics of  high lift devices 
into account: 
6.3. Engine location 
The PrandtlPlane configurations allows us a larger set of engine locations also 
in the case of propfans. As said before, we start from using today available 
propfans because any power improvement of the future engines will reduce 
their number and simplify the configuration; with the existing propfans we 
need eight engines. 
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The engines could be located on both wigs, four in the front wing and four in 
the rear one in such a way to have the thrust axis closed to the level on the 
longitudinal axis to avoiding the relevant pitch moments. 
The main disadvantage of this configuration regards the rear wing, due to the 
high vertical gap to the longitudinal axis.
Other configuration are possible; as an example in which all the rear wing 
engine are removed, fig. 6.6 and 6.7 shows that four engines are positioned in 
the front wing, two engine are connected to the fins and two engine are 
attached to the main undercarriage sponson by mean a proper connection 
beam.
       Fig. 6. 6: configuration without engines in the rear wing 
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The configuration in Fig. 6.6, is characterized by a lower levels of noise 
because:
? The engines on the front wing are positioned over the profile; 
? The fuselage reflect the noise of the engines located on the fins; 
? The lateral sponson reflect the noise of the undercarriage engines. 
Moreover, other considerations affect the engine disposition, and the most 
important ones are: 
? A proper wing location can improve the aircraft performance at low speed 
(when the  propeller blows on the upper camber); 
? The engine in the front wing must don’t interfere with the ground line 
during surface operations; in this contest, regulation impose a minimum 
value of the angle ? defined in Fig.6.7 (5 and 8 [deg]); 
? The engine distance from the aircraft symmetry plane affects notably the 
yaw moment in the case of a single engine failure even though the elevated 
engine number determines a reduction of the dissymmetrical power (1/8). 
Therefore, a possible engine disposition could be obtained as the compromise 
between the two previous configuration: it is reported in the Figure 
        Fig. 6. 7: engine location 
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Four engines are located in the front wing; little vertical nacelle are needed in order to 
shift upward the fans axis avoiding any ground interferences. This involves also in 
good effects from an aerodynamics point of view because the propeller blows the 
upper camber much more than the lower one. 
The fifth and sixth  engines can be locate on the vertical fin; in this case the sweep 
angle of the fin leading edge must to be null.  
The last two engine, are located, in the rear wing. In this case vertical nacelle allows 
to avoid  elevated pitching moment  also without air interference between the 
propeller and the lower camber. The main disadvantage is represented in this case by 
the last two engine location that could cause elevated torsion moment on the rear 
wing. 
The global conceptual model is therefore reported in Fig. 6.8 
         Fig. 6. 8: conceptual layout of the freighter 
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Chapter  7 
Fuselage loads 
7.1. Forewards
For the present  commercial aircraft, the complete structural design of the fuselage 
includes static analysis and fatigue sizing under loads from flight, pressurization, 
landing and ground handling conditions( Fig. 7.1): 
Fig. 7. 1: load for the fuselage static analysis
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Other conditions have to be considered, like, for example, the possible impacts. 
In the present case, the fuselage structural design regards mainly the static sizing, 
because the  pressurization is limited to the cockpit area and, as is well known, 
pressurization influences notably the membrane (and bending) stresses acting on the 
skin and also the stress concentration factors near the opening holes like (doors or 
windows).  In this fuselage there are no windows and the only stress concentration 
regard the side doors. Although the doors have dimension typical of containers, they 
are located in the areas with low stress level; the details of the door design are not in 
the present activity. 
The landing loads affect primarily the structural design of landing gears, and the 
sponsons containing them; at this design stage, the analysis of these component is not 
considered here. 
The flight loads due to  inertia and flight maneuver  are considered as the most 
significant load conditions for the static analysis on this paper. 
7.2. Estimation of mass loads 
The weight distribution is fundamental in this fuselage design; we restrict to consider 
the vertical maximum load factor relevant to a symmetric pull-up maneuver. 
For FAR Regulation, the maximum admissible load factor is : 
? ?1.7    5.2max ?zn ? ?][000500. lbWto ?
The mass load takes the contributions of payload, structure, and fuselage equipments 
(systems, furnishings…) into account; for this freighter, we assume the equipment 
mass as  negligible if compared to the payload weight ( form Table 5.6 Payload equals 
about 40% of the MTOW). 
Then, denoting P the total limit mass load, we have: 
? ?2.7    ][625000 kgnWP zpaygross ???
Having fixed the  container disposition  (chapter 4), we can determine the distributed 
load acting along the fuselage longitudinal axis; with reference to the solution with 
transversal container, we have. 
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? ?3.7 ? ? ? ? ]/[85.1050234824
625000 mmkg
wN
P
L
Pp
clcontcontpay
x ???
?
???
??
where: 
? payL  : pavement longitudinal length where the payload is located ;  
? contN :  number of carried container;  
? contw : container width; 
? cl? : clearance between consecutive containers;  
The distributed load upon by the single floor beam is determined for a given distance 
between fuselage frames. This measure  is extrapolated  from historical data on 
existing freighter structural layout (C-5, AN-124) so that it can be assumed that: 
? ?4.7     ][600 mmLframe ?
Subsequently, the number of loaded fuselage frames is easily calculated: 
? ?5.7     96??
frame
pay
frame L
L
N ,
and also the total load acting in the single floor beam becomes: 
? ?5.7     ][6510 kgN
PP
frame
frame ??
The load upon by the floor beam is assumed as shown in Fig. 7.2 and it results that: 
? ?6.7     ]/[11.1 mmkgd
P
q frameframe ??
In Figure 7.2 is shown clearly the application area, the length d, of the mass load: 
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               Fig. 7. 2: Application points of the payload mass. 
It is evident that the payload weight becomes notably the most significant load 
condition for the  static sizing in the case of freighter, being about one order of 
magnitude bigger than for passenger aircraft. 
The very high mass load increase must involve a good design of the deck beams, 
reinforcements, and frame-beams  connection in order to avoid fatigue failures; such 
design details are not considered here. 
7.2.1. Estimation of the structural mass
In this preliminary analysis, we assume a metallic construction of the 
fuselage so that an average material density is assigned to each fuselage 
component.
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Also the contribution of the main landing gear is taken into account 
because of theier elevated structural weight; the  main landing gear 
weight is calculated below: 
? ?7.7    ][31894. kgW gearland ?       ( from Tab. 5.7) 
The gearlandW .  can be partitioned between nose gear and main landing gear 
in accordance with historical trends of cargo aircraft: 
? ?8.7    
][27110%85
][4800%15
.
.
kgWW
kgWW
gearlandmaingear
gearlandnosegear
???
???
The main landing gear mass is treated as a force applied in appropriate 
points representing the hypothetical leg locations. These nodes are connected 
to the fuselage through a rigid kinematic relation (MPC) in order to 
introduce the mass load to the structure. The rigid connection is represented 
by the purple line in Fig. 7.3. 
              Fig. 7. 3: application points of the landing gear structural mass.
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7.3. Estimation of the hypothetical pressure differential 
Even though the fuselage is not pressurized, a possible pressure differential  is 
calculated and introduced in some of the following FEM analyses in order to evaluate 
impact of pressurization on the structural weight of these very large fuselage. 
In this case, the fuselage pressure differential would depends on the cruise altitude 
and: the maximum pressure differential is determined by the Positive Relief Valve
Setting[24] , determined by using of the monogram in Figure 7.4: 
        Fig. 7. 4: pressure differential monogram 
The red line reported in Figure 7.4 shows that, choosing a cabin altitude of 6000 [ft] 
(about 2000 [m]), and a cruise altitude of 23000 [ft] (7000 [m]), the resulting pressure 
differential is equals to 5.85 [psi]. 
A value of 0.25 has to be added due the valve tolerance; then we obtain: 
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? ?9.7     ][041.0]/[1.625.085.5
2 MPainlbp ????
The pressurization loads of this freighter would result highly reduced (about 30%) 
because of  the lower cruise altitude than the passenger aircraft ones (for which 
typical pressurization value is about 9.1 lb/in2)
However, the resulting membrane stresses could be high  at the same time because of  
the very large aircraft dimension and the non cylindrical cross section. 
The  pressure differential is applied to the  internal surface of the skin, as shown in 
figure 7.5: 
                                Fig. 7. 5: application area of the pressure differential 
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Chapter  8 
Fuselage FEM model 
8.1. Preliminary remarks on fuselage 
During flight, the fuselage is equivalent to a beam supported in correspondence of the 
rear ond front wing, loaded by the mass weight distributed along its longitudinal axis. 
In this context a pitch moment is added to take the lifting difference between the two 
wings into account. The scheme is reported in Figure 8.1: 
Fig. 8. 1: reduction of the fuselage to a supported beam scheme
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In a preliminary analysis the  beam length fusmainL doesn’t take the cockpit and the 
final tail segment  into account. 
The front and rear wing supports are both located at some distance, wingfrontL  and 
wingrearL  respectively, from the beam ends; this disposition, having an high value of 
the distributed load q, determine an helpful effect on the central section because the 
opposing bending moments acting out to the supports, reduce notably the midsection 
ones . Even though this effect is not considered in the case of passenger aircraft, the 
much higher payload mass determines non-negligible consequences. 
However, the wings mutual distance, i, remains imposed by flight stability which 
requires  a minimum length value which cannot be passed.  
Besides, wings displacements determine also strong variations in the total lift 
distribution, modifying notably the concentrated moment M value.
Thus, the determination of a best structural configuration can result very difficult and 
it involves a several number of aspect like structural, flight mechanic and 
aerodynamics. 
In the following chapter, some of  the static analyses will be done for different values 
of wings distance in order to determine its effect on fuselage stress distribution. 
In the case of a conventional aircraft, the structural scheme of the fuselage change in 
accordance to the Figure 8.2:  
Fig. 8. 2: beam scheme for a conventional monoplane
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 And the following remarks can be carried out: 
? The fuselage of conventional aircraft is similar to a cantilever beam; the bending 
moment produces a tension stress in the upper skin which instead is compressed 
in the case of PrandtlPlane. 
? In the cruise flight conditions the tail lift is negative so that the fuselage bending 
moment results increased by a moment tailtail lL ? .  In a PrandtlPlane, both  wings  
are lifting and the additional moment are absent. 
8.2. F.E. model of the fuselage 
The simple model defined in this paragraph is enough to determine a  reference stress 
condition; in this context many particular are not considered or treated through an 
implicit modeling. 
The taper ratio of both the front and rear segment are not considered so that the 
fuselage results a straight section, composed mainly of three main structural elements:  
longitudinal stringers, skin and frame. These element are treated as one-dimensional 
beams (stringers and frame group) or shell in the case of the skin. 
All the element are constituted by the aluminum alloy 2024-T3, isotropic and 
homogeneous with the mechanical properties listed below: 
Type Symbol Value
Elastic (Young) modulus
[GPa] 
E 73 
Poisson’s ratio ? 0.33 
Shear Modulus [GPa] G 27.44 
Ultimate Tensile Stress [MPa] u? 483 
Yeld Tensile Stress [MPa] y? 345 
Ultimate Shear Stress [MPa] u? 283
Density [kg/mm2] ? 6107.2 ??
Tab. 8. 1: mechanical properties of the 2024-T3 Aluminum alloy 
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The definition of the base structural element,  are reported in the following three sub-
paragraphs: 
8.2.1. Frame group 
The frame group consists of the frame beam, the deck beam and 
reinforcements.
The frame is equivalent to a curved beam with the Z shape  cross section 
shown in Fig. 8.3:  
                  Fig. 8. 3:  Zee section 
The frame distance is preliminarily fixed to   ][600 mmL frame ?
During the F.E. analisys the cross section can be modified in order to have 
appropriate stresses. 
The floor beam is connected with the frame by means of a pivot, as shown in 
Figure8.4 ; the floor reinforcements are simplified to vertical rods. In this 
way, the elevated bending moments due to the payload mass, acting upon by 
the pavement, don’t introduce bending into the frame. 
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The floor beam  and vertical reinforcements  are modeled as one-dimensional 
beam elements whose the cross sections are reported in Figure 8.5; 
Fig. 8. 4: frame group connection
Fig. 8. 5: pavement and truss section
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The I section for the floor  beam  is useful to have an appropriate moment of 
inertia in the direction of bending moments and  the circular section of 
reinforcements, loaded in compression, ensures the structural stability. 
The frame group results in the structural model drawn in Fig. 8.6  where the 
global coordinates system of the fuselage is also reported (the z direction is 
the longitudinal axis): 
                Fig. 8. 6: FEM model of the frame group 
?
?
8.2.2. Stringers 
The stringers  are  one-dimensional elements with a Zee cross section typical 
of existing aircraft. 
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The cross section dimension is the same for all the stringers and the distance 
is fixed as ][200 mms ??   .
Fig.  8.7 shows the rotation ?, and offset ?, to be considered for each stringer 
?
?
?
?
The vector function of the offset ],,[ zyx ???? ? and the rotation 
],,[ zyx ???? ? ( identifies the control vector of cross section rotation) , for 
stringers located along the lateral circumference, are: 
? ?1.8    
?
?
?
?
??
?
?
?
?
???
?
??
?
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Fig. 8. 7: stringer offset and rotation
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Where: 
? ? is the offset absolute value arbitrary determined in order to avoid 
interferences between elements;
? x,y are the stringer coordinates in the global system;
? Ox is the x coordinate (negative) of the arc center (the section has 
double symmetry so we obtain Oy=0);
? R is the lateral circumference radius.
Analog relations are determined for all the other stringers. 
8.2.3. Skin
The skin is idealized as shell element for which a proper thickness and offset 
from the stringer are requested; they are set in accordance to the stress levels 
and the geometric dimension of stringers and frame. 
The global arrangement is reported in Fig. 8.8: 
The connection between the elements is simulated through the node 
equivalence operation so that the nodes that define the skin, frame and 
Fig. 8. 8: fuselage bay
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stringers are the same, while appropriate offset defines their mutual 
disposition. 
The stringers don’t interfere with the frame beam because the stringer 
dimension, in the present case, requires relatively big hole in the frame both 
in width and height,  reducing notably its stiffness. 
The solution usually adopted in the heavy fuselages consists in positioning an 
additional flange to  the frame, immediately under the stringer as reported in 
Fig. 8.9 
The additional flange compensates the stiffness reduction due to the frame 
opening, and represents also an efficient solution in terms of damage 
tolerance.  
Therefore the frame modeling presented in Fig. 8.8, takes this aspect into 
account, in a conservative manner. 
However, another configuration with a smaller offset between frame and 
stringers (in such a way that the outer flange of the frame coincides with the 
internal skin surface) was analyzed and they didn’t present notably 
differences from the first one. 
The fuselage main section is obtained by translating the base unity, (equals 
to the bay) in the longitudinal direction until to obtain a total length equals 
to    ][64 mL fusmain ?
Fig. 8. 9: solution of the structural  frame-stringer intersection
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Fig. 8. 10: fuselage main section FEM model 
The structural model takes the longitudinal symmetry into account so that 
only half fuselage is created, applying consequently, appropriate boundary 
conditions to nodes in proximity of symmetry plane; in this way, the required 
computing power and times are notably reduced. 
Referring to coordinates global  system shown in Fig. 8.6, the boundary 
conditions that representing aircraft longitudinal symmetry, impose that the 
translational displacements are null in the  x direction and  the same for z 
and y rotation components. 
When the hypothetical pressure described in Chapter 6 is applied, the 
structural model is completed by two bulkheads at the fuselage ends. They 
are modeled as a semispherical shell, tangent to the fuselage straight skin. 
Fig. 8. 11: end bulkhead
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Front and rear wing crossing represent the fuselage boundary conditions. 
They are modeled trough the use of a Multi Point Constrain (MPC) in order 
to take also the wing bulkheads additional stiffness into account.  A  Multi
Point Constrain gives the possibility to impose a kinematic relations between 
a single master node and one or more slave nodes.  
In the present case, all the displacement (including rotation) components of 
the nodes closed to wing crossing are rigidly connected to a central node as 
reported in Fig. 8.11 (The MPC connection is drawn in purple line). 
This modeling doesn’t  differ between rear and front wing crossing. 
Obviously, the MPC location depends upon by the wings, as described in the 
first paragraph of this chapter,  so that the location is modified in the 
different analyses.  
Using the MPC, the boundary conditions cannot be  applied yet  to the 
master node; in fact, an hypothetical support modeled directly at this node 
would break the structural integrity of the “fuselage beam” rendering 
unstable the model.  
Then, a fictitious beam element is connected with the master node and 
constrained to the other ends. 
This element present a infinite stiffness and the rotations is assigned as 
degree of freedom in proximity of the master node  as previously done for the 
pavement-frame connection. In this way both the model integrity (the 
Fig. 8. 12: MPC constrain
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rotation of cross section is continuos immediately before and after the 
constrain) and a correct support modeling are guaranteed. 
               Fig. 8. 13: detail of the boundary condition modeling 
The MPC are also used for the modeling of the last fuselage component, the 
main landing gear. 
In fact as reported in Fig. , the MPC ensure a rigid connection between the 
landing gear concentrated mass point (master nodes), and appropriate 
fuselage node (slaves). 
Although the modeling results very approximate, it allows to introduce 
correctly the mass load of the landing gear. 
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Chapter  9 
FEM analyses of the fuselage 
9.1. Forwards
The structural FEM analyses are carried out in order to identify the stress 
concentrations and design the main components preliminarily. 
The analysis allows to compare the stress distributions due to different load 
conditions (payload, pressurization or combination) and to evaluate the possible 
structural advantages caused by the exclusion or modifications of some loads or 
constrains; in the present case, it results interesting to quantify the stress reduction 
when the pressurization is missing. 
In the present case, the PrandtlPlane configuration can modify significantly the 
fuselage structural bounds; it becomes important to understand how this wing 
configuration can influence the fuselage design from the structural point of view. 
The analyses can be spit as follows:  
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Analysis id.
number
Description
1
Reference model 
Main components general sizing. 
The cross section dimension of beam elements and the skin thickness 
are determined in order to avoid stress levels higher than 230 [MPa] 
under structural weight and payload; fuselage wing crossings are set 
in acordane of the reference configuration.
2
Effects of the support location on the stress distribution. 
The static analysis is repeated for different values of the wing-
fuselage crossing location maintaining the structural model 
unchanged. 
3
Effect of the pressure load on the stress distribution. 
The Analysis 1 is repeated considering also the pressurization 
calculated in paragraph 7.3 and applied to the shell elements. 
The comparison between the analyses n°1 and n°2 can be done in 
terms of stress distribution on the same model. 
4
Comparison with the model of a monoplane configuration. 
The fuselage is assumed to be lifted by a single wing, crossing  at
the center. The pressurization is also considered. 
The comparison can be done also in term of weight saving, when the 
element are modified in order to reach the same stress levels of the 
first analysis.
       Tab. 9. 1: analyses list and characterization 
The  Pre and Post- processing are done by PATRAN® environment and the F.E. 
analyses with NASTRAN®.
The one-dimensional beams (frames, stringers, pavements and reinforcements)  are 
modeled using  CBAR elements, and  skin and bulkheads  with 4-nodes CQUAD 
elements.; as previously described, the components are connected through a node 
matching using the Equivalence command. 
The model allows us to make easy and quick adjustments by modifying directly the 
cross section or the skin thickness, together with the offset values. 
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9.2. General sizing (Analysis n° 1) 
9.2.1. F.E. model completion 
The first analysis aims of defining an initial reference model able to carry the 
applied loads. 
The wings-fuselage crossings are set in accordance with the aircraft 
configuration presented in Chapter 6 where the fuselage supports coincide 
with the lift application at the wing roots (about ¼ of the chord length, as 
shown in Fig. 9.1): 
Where: 
          
][8.5
][48
][2.10
][64
mL
mi
mwingLfront
mfusLmain
wingrear ?
?
?
?
Thus, the reaction forces are obtained from the equilibrium equation, where, 
for simplicity, the payload is the only non negligible term: 
Fig. 9. 1: fuselage structural configuration
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The pitching moment M is applied in order to have a proper lift distribution 
between the rear and front wings, where we assume initially (from [SC]): 
? ?2.9    
??
?
?
?
??
??
totrear
totant
LL
LL
45.0
55.0
However,, a preliminary analysis on trim and stability shows that an increase 
of the lift is generated on the rear wing to improve the trim stability. So we 
initially assume that: 
? ?3.9    totrearant LLL ??? 50.0  ;
And consequently, the bending moment becomes: 
    ][104.6
9 mmNM p ???
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The structural parameters have been modified so that the Von Mises stress 
levels  don’t exceed a reference value of 235 [MPa] at nz=2.5. The values is 
set in order to take approximately other structural phenomena into account 
(e.q. fatigue or damage tolerance). 
The solution computation is linear even though non linear phenomena, as 
instability under compression loads, could occur. At this stage, this procedure 
is assumed as acceptable. 
Obviously, the model presents very high stress levels in proximity of 
constrains or load application but these stress levels are not realistic; 
therefore, we consider a barrel of fuselage sufficiently far from the constrains. 
The reference barrel  is 7.2 [m] long, corresponding to 12 bays, and located 
close the center fuselage sections,  at a distance of 26.1 [m] from the fuselage 
ends.
T
Fig. 9. 2: fuselage constrain forces
Fig. 9. 3: reference section disposition
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The cross dimensions  of the main structural elements are reported in the 
following Tables: 
FRAME Beam
][80 mmw ?
][3 mmt ?
][1651 mmH ?
][1802 mmH ?
][1740 2mmA ?
][1004.1 471 mmI ??
][1027.0 472 mmI ??
                Tab. 9. 2: features of the frame beam 
?
?
STRINGER Beam
][25 mmw ?
][2 mmt ?
][501 mmH ?
][622 mmH ?
][424 2mmA ?
][1075.2 451 mmI ??
][107.0 452 mmI ??
                Tab. 9. 3: features of the stringer beam 
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DECK Beam
][210 mmH ?
][1001 mmw ?
][1002 mmw ?
][3 mmt ?
][101 mmt ?
][102 mmt ?
][2570 2mmA ?
][1017.2 471 mmI ??
][10167.0 472 mmI ??
Tab. 9. 4: features of the floor beam
REINFORCEMENT Beam
][451 mmR ?
][402 mmR ?
][1335 2mmA ?
][1021.1 461 mmI ??
][1021.1 462 mmI ??
Tab. 9. 5: feature of the reinforcement beam.
SKIN
][5.3 mmts ?
Tab. 9. 6: skin feature 
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9.2.2. F.E. results 
The highest stress levels are due to the bending moment from the containers 
mass. 
The bending moment at the reference section is calculated from the simple 
beam model in Figure 9.1 and it results: 
    
][106.23 10sec mmNM ref ????
When the concentrated pitch moment is added, we have: 
? ?4.9 ][108.3010)64.06.23( 1010sec mmNM ref ????????
An approximate moment of inertia can be determined as follows: 
? ?5.9    ][69.4 4113 mmtRJ eqx ????? ,
where: 
? ?6.9          
b
Att strs ??
? ?7.9                        ?
sec4 creq
AR ?
In the Eq. (9.12) and (9.13), ts  is the shell thickness, Astr and b  represents 
the stringer section area and distance, and  Acrsec is the area of the fuselage 
transversal section. 
Using Navier formula, the maximum bending stress at the limit load, is: 
? ?8.9    ][5,175max
sec MPay
J
M
x
ref
z ???? ,
in  the upper fuselage ( ][2671max mmy ?  ). 
The FEM analysis confirms the analytic results; 
? ?
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Figure 9.4 shows that the stress values in the upper fuselage is higher 
because, contrary to the analytical prediction, the FEM results take both  the 
structural and especially the main landing gear mass into account, as well, 
moreover, the neutral axis coincides with the horizontal symmetry plane of 
the cross section. 
Fig. 9. 4: ?
z
due to bending stresses
Fig. 9. 5: longitudinal component of the stress tensor
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The longitudinal variation of bending stresses is parabolic for both the 
analytical relations and the FEM result, as it can be denoted from Figure 9.5 
and 9.6: 
Figure 9.6 shows that, the parabolic curve between the two wings derived by 
the FEM analysis, is increased by both the structural  and the landing gear 
forces mass; in particular , the landing gears force causes also a shift of  the 
maximum stress towards the rear fuselage.  
The stress jump, in correspondence of the front wing is due to the application 
of the concentrated pitch moment. 
The FEM deformation is very close to the analytical shape evaluation if the 
area immediately closed to the wing constrains, is neglected. 
Fig. 9. 6: longitudinal variation of axial stress in the upper fuselage
Fig. 9. 7: global deformation of the fusalge main segment
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Figure 9.7 shows the global deformed of the fuselage; the maximum 
displacement is 322[mm] and occurs at the midsection. 
On the other side, the cross section results practically underformed in its 
plane (Fig. 9.8). 
In the following points, the stresses in structural elements are analyzed. 
? Skin 
The skin thickness is 3.5 [mm] and is assumed as constant; this 
approximation is very rough but it can be accepted in this context. 
The membrane stress distribution on the skin is reported in the Figures 
9.9 and 9.10 for axial ( zz? ) and circumferential ( ??? ) components 
respectively. 
Fig. 9. 8: displacements of the cross section
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Fig. 9. 9: axial stresses on the skin
Fig. 9. 10: circumeferential stresses on the skin 
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The axial and circumferential stresses acting on the skin are plotted as a 
function of the cylindrical coordinate ? , defined in Fig. 9.11. 
Fig. 9. 11: definition of the angular coordinate ?
Fig. 9. 12: distribution of the circumferential and axial stress along the angular coordinate
? ?
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The Figure 9.12 shows the usual butterfly shape stress distribution for 
the axial stresses acting on the fuselage cross section while the hoop 
stress  is much lower. 
? Stringer
The stringers present substantially the same axial stress distribution in 
the skin so that the most stressed stringers are the lowest (tracted) and 
the highest (compressed). 
The axial stresses acting on the one-dimensional elements result by the 
sum of two contributions due to axial forces and bending moments 
respectively. 
As shown in fig. 9.13, the bending stress results very small compared 
with the axial one: 
? Frame
The stress level in the frames is relatively low (fig. 9.14) indicating that 
some weight can be saved.  
Stringer Axial [MPa] Bending [MPa] Total [MPa]
Max Compression -204 -6 -210 
Max Traction 201 12 213 
Fig. 9. 13: axial and bending stresses of the stringers
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The deck beam is mainly loaded by the bending moment due to the 
payload which is posed directly on it.  
The bending stresses are plotted in Figure 9.15 and 9.16: 
Frame element Axial [MPa] Bending [MPa] Total [MPa] 
Max Compression -51.6 -29.3 -80.9 
Max Traction 35 13.4 49.4 
Fig. 9. 14:axial and bending stresses of the frame
Fig. 9. 15: bending stresses on the floor beam
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It can be denoted that the floor beam is underloaded (max. 
][50 MPaz ?? ) but the local stresses due to the rigs, for containers 
movements, are not considered so that a this stage we can accept also a 
rough preliminary design. 
The vertical trousses are loaded in compression with a constants stress 
along the truss axis; the stress levels are the following  ones: 
][4.13 MPac ?? for the central truss;
][8.19 MPac ?? for the lateral truss;
By means of the Euler formula, we have the critical stress in the central 
truss:
? ?9.9                ? ?
][220
' 2
2
MPa
L
E
cr ?? ?
??
Fig. 9. 16: bending moment distribution along the floor beam axis
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Even though the trusses are not efficient, we accept the present 
preliminary design. 
Finally the structural mass of the main fuselage  section can be easily 
determined: 
Element Weight [kg]
Skin 62.56 
Stringers 37.75 
Frame 52.21 
Pavement 27.34 
Reinforcements 9.02 
Total Bay 188.89 
Fuselage main 
section 
20210 
                                            Tab. 9. 7: main structural component weigh 
The weight values reported in Tab. 9.7 refers to the half fuselage of the 
model. 
It is worth nothing that this is only a preliminary sizing and the right final 
weight can be affected by strong variations. Anyway, the same fuselage 
shape, associated to a conventional lifting system could be dimensioned in the 
presence of the new constrains and a new structural weight could be assessed; 
this comparison could be significant to  indicate the possible benefits of the 
PrandtlPlane configuration on the empty tructural weights of the fuselage. 
9.3. Effects of the wing-fuselage crossing position (Analysis n°2) 
The position of both the front and rear wing crossing affects notably the fuselage 
bending moment. 
As said before, the bending moment causes the most significant stress level on skin 
and stringers, and the most significant weight variations. 
The  configuration examined are given in Table 9.: 
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The present preliminary analysis takes two simple cases into account  for the 
configurations reported in Table 9.8: in the first case the presence of the pitch 
moment is not considered; in the second case the pitch moment is considered so that 
the two wings have the same lift (equal reaction on the beam). 
The dimensions of the single elements which are shown later, are those relevant to 
case of first preliminary sizing. 
The bending stress distribution is parabolic in all the cases reported in the Tab. 9.8. 
as reported in Fig. 9.17 for the Config.2. 
Conf. number ][mL frontwing ][mi
Config. 1 10 48 
Config. 2 15 42.6 
Config. 3 0 64 
Config. 4 28 9 
Tab. 9. 8: geometrical arrangement of the different configurations
Fig. 9. 17: bending stress distribution on the fuselage (config. n° 2)
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The case limit of the monoplane is n° 4 (green line in the figure 9.18); the stresses are 
inverted  respect to the box wing configuration, positive in the upper fuselage and 
negative ones in the lower one. 
The maximum and minimum stress are reported in the Table 9.9 together with the 
constrain force in correspondence of both wings: 
Configuration 
1
(reference)
2
(i=42.6 m)
3
(i=64 m) 
4
(monopl.) 
zz?
Max: -172.5 -119.5 -373 0 
Min: 22.4 53.7 0 262.7 
Variation from reference - - 30.7 % + 116 % + 52 % 
Constrains forces 
(x106  [N]) 
Fron
t:
2.17 2.35 2 
-
Rear: 1.83 1.65 2 - 
       Tab. 9. 9: stress value and constrains forces 
The ratio between the highest stress value and the reference stress is also shown: 
Fig. 9. 18: stress distribution for the different configuration, pitch moment excluded (upper fuselage)
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? ?8.9     ,
100
11
max
??
?
?
?
?
?
?
?
??
refzz
zzVar
?
?
The monoplane and the extreme bow wing structures, result highly overloaded; in 
particular, for the monoplane the result is not conservative because the tail load are 
not considered. 
The Tab. 9.9 shows that the front and rear forces are different for the Config. 1 and 
Config. 2 and are equal for the Config.3 (where the adding pitch moment would be 
zero). 
When a pitching moment is added to have equal reactions, the stress distribution is 
modified according to the Fig. 9.19 and the consequent values are listed in Tab. 9.10: 
Configuration 
1
(reference) 
2
(i=42.6 m)
3
(i=64 m) 
4
(monopl.) 
zz?
Min: -220 -207 -373 0 
Max: 22.4 57.7 0 262.7 
Variation from reference - - 5.9 % + 69 % + 19 % 
Constrains forces
(x106  [N]) 
Front: 2. 2 2 
-
Rear: 2 2 2 - 
Tab. 9. 10: stress values and constrains forces
Fig. 9. 19: stress distribution for the different configuration, pitch moment added (upper fuselage)
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The first remark is that the pitching moment increases the stresses; a second remark 
is that the parameter that really affecting the structural design is the absolute wings 
distance i ; in fact, the parabolic curve of the config. 2 (42.6 [m]) and config.3 (48[m]) 
are  closer than the corresponding ones of the first case. 
Finally the analysis shows that the position of both the wings at the ends produce a 
weight increase 
9.4. Introduction of the pressure differential (Analysis n°3) 
Even though the pressurization is not applied in the present aircraft, this case is 
considered of interest in order to provide a particular aircraft for the transportation of 
animals etc..; moreover, it represent a case of interest to evaluate the reduction of the 
stress level in the structural elements.  
Pressurization (paragraph 7.3),  causes membrane stresses on the skin. Assuming a 
shell with an equivalent thickness t , under hoop and the axial stresses (denoted with 
??  and m?  respectively), we have  in the case of a perfectly cylindrical cross section: 
??????? ? ?19.9               
t
Rp
t
Rp
cil
m
cil
2
?
?
?
?
?
??
Where Rcil is the cylinder radius; the stress distribution causes an homothetic 
deformation of the cylindrical cross section. 
These consideration are not valid in the present case because the section is non 
cylindrical and internal constrains (floor, trusses) are present too; in fact, the 
deformed section is shown in Fig. 9.20: 
? ?
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Secondary bending stresses are also present; the circumferential and the axial 
membrane stresses acting on the skin are shown in figure  
Fig. 9. 20: deformation of the cross section due to pressure differential
Fig. 9. 21: axial membrane stress distribution
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Fig. 9. 23: circumferential mebrane stress distribution
Fig. 9. 22: comparison between membrane stress for mass and pressurization load 
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As expected (no windows are present) the circumferential stress is bigger about the 
double of the axial one; both the axial and hoop stresses  are negative (compression) 
in a small portion of the lateral skin. 
In Figure 9.23, the membrane stresses are plotted versus the angular coordinate ? ,
for the cases of pressurization (red lines) and mass load (blue lines), respectively; the 
comparison shows that the axial stresses due to the mass load is the most significant 
even though the pressurization determines a significant circumferential stress peak 
close to the floor beam (about 60 [MPa]). 
The pressure differential affects also the stress distribution on the pavement and, 
especially, the frame, as reported in figure 9.24 about the combination of axial and 
bending stresses: 
  Fig. 9. 24: stress distribution on the frame 
The figures indicates a significant total stress of about 175 [MPa] at ?? 75? .
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The pressurization determine also a variation on the stress acting on the pavement 
beam:
Fig. 9. 25: axial compression stresses on the floor due to the deformation
Fig. 9. 26: bending stresses on the floor beam
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Finally, the Tab.  reports the single stresscomponents on the structural elements, due 
to mass loads and pressurization. 
Component Stress component 
Mass load
[MPa]
Pressure
[MPa]
Total
[MPa]
Variation
Skin 
???
(hoop) 
Max: 70,4 94,2 141 + 100 % 
Min:  -28,3 -35,4 -58,0 + 104 % 
zz?
(axial) 
Max: 232 25,9 244 + 5 % 
Min:  -220 -14,4 -195,2 - 11 % 
Stringer zz?
Max: 213 29,1 213 0 
Min: -210 -8,20 -214 + 2 % 
Frame ?
?
(axial+bending) 
Max: 49,4 179,6 226 + 357 % 
Min: -80,9 -103 -150 + 85 
Pavement ?
(axial+bending) 
Max: 37 27,8 -21,5 - 41 % 
Min: -25,4 -109,4 -91,3 + 259 % 
Truss ?
(axial) 
- - 19.8 +11.8 -1.63 -92 % 
Tab. 9. 11: stress value on the main structural component for different load conditions 
The stringers don’t present significant stress variations owing to the introduction of 
pressurization and the truss stress is reduced because of the traction superposition. 
The pressurization increases the stress level into the component that are less stressed 
in the case of mass load; then,  the variation are limited if the Von Mises tensor is 
considered (Tab. 9.12) 
With only the mass load condition, the stresses due to “longitudinal” bending 
moment are the most significant ones and they remain practically unchanged; when 
the pressure is applied, most of the other component are overloaded. In particular, the 
frame has an elevated traction stress while the pavement beam is more compressed.  
Condition ][.. MPaMV?
Mass Load 211 
Mass Load 
+ Pressure
223   
Var. + 6% 
Tab. 9. 12: Von Mises stress for the different load conditions 
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9.5. Comparison with a possible monoplane configuration  
The last analysis regards a comparison with a possible monoplane configuration with 
the wing in the centre of the fuselage but without the effect of the horizontal tail. 
The pressurization is applied in addition to the mass loads in order to evaluate 
differences, if any,  with a conventional fuselage in terms of stress levels and, after,  
weight reductions. 
The longitudinal stresses acting on skin and stringers, was already described in the 
previous paragraph without the pressurization; Fig. 9.27 shows the results in the 
presence of mass load and pressurization too 
The introduction of pressure differential determine substantial differences in the 
longitudinal stress level with an increase into 378 [MPa]. 
Component Stress  
PrP-Freighter 
fuselage
Pressurized
monoplane 
Variation  
Skin 
??? 70 99.2  + 41.7 % 
zz? 232 378 + 62.9 % 
Stringer zz? 213 261 + 22.5 % 
Frame ?? -80.9 134.9 + 66.7 % 
Tab. 9. 13: comparison between stress values
Fig. 9. 27:longitudinal stress distribution for a monoplane fuselage
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The Table 9.13  shows the stress level variations  of the most stressed component. 
As an example the distributions of the hoop membrane stress is shown in Fig. 9.28 on 
dependence of the angular coordinate ? :
Starting from the result reported in Table 9.13, the  structural component have been 
modified in order to obtain the same stresses of the reference case so that the 
structural weight variations can be compared. 
The modifications regards the skin thickness which is increased to 5 [mm] and 
stringers  area and frame dimensions  that are reported it the following tables: 
FRAME Beam modified
][85 mmw ?
][3 mmt ?
][1681 mmH ?
][1852 mmH ?
][2000 2mmA ?
][1028.1 471 mmI ??
][1037.0 472 mmI ??
Fig. 9. 28:distribution of the hoop membrane stresses
Tab. 9. 14: feature of the modified frame beam
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STRINGER Beam
][28 mmw ?
][2 mmt ?
][541 mmH ?
][672 mmH ?
][498 2mmA ?
][1085.3 451 mmI ??
][105.1 452 mmI ??
                  Tab. 9. 15: feature of the modified stringers 
As denoted in the Table 9.16, the modifications  of the structural components, results 
in lower stress  values, which are comparable with the PrP-fuselage reference case. 
The weight of the modified components are calculated as done before, for the case of 
the half fuselage: 
Component Stress 
PrP-Freighter 
fuselage
Pressurized
monoplane
modified
Variation
Skin 
??? 70 69.8 + 0 % 
zz? 232 235 +1.3 % 
Stringer zz? 213 204 -4.3% 
Frame ?? -80.9 86 + 6.4 % 
Tab. 9. 16: stress value in the modified components
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                   Tab. 9. 17: weight of the main structural component 
 
The variations from the reference fuselage, show that the structural weight requested 
to obtain the same stress level, can be reduced by about  30%. 
Thus the result could be interpreted in the following way: “the structural weight of 
the PrandtlPlane freighter could be about 30% lower than the fuselage of the 
equivalent monoplane considering the most stressed areas”. 
As shown in Figures 9.18 and 9.19, the area interested by the highest stress levels is 
about the 25% of the main fuselage segment (64 [m]) for both the box wing and the 
monoplane configuration. By assuming conservatively that the other fuselage 
segments remain the same for both the two cases, the total gain in term of weight 
saving can be calculated easily: 
 
( )10.9   925.0)25.0288.0(1 ≅⋅−=
monoplfus
PPfus
W
W
 
 
So that the final assumption could be summarized as follows: “The structural weight 
of the entire fuselage of a PrandtlPlane freighter could be about 7.5% lower than the 
the monoplane case” 
 
Element Weight [kg] Variation 
Skin 89.37 + 42.8 % 
Stringers 44.34 +17.5 % 
Frame 73.26 + 40.3 % 
Pavement 27.34 - 
Reinforcements 9.02 - 
Total Bay 243.33 + 28.8% 
Fuselage main 
section 
26036  
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Chapter  10 
 
Conclusions 
 
 
10.1. General considerations 
The first chapters of the present paper gave a panoramic view of the currents aspect 
of airfreight underlining the great differences with the passenger air system. 
Today the  air freight is based on the use of the converted passenger aircraft and 
airport facilities; in this way, the cargo air transport  is not optimized confirming the 
general assumption of the air industry that can be summarized as follows: “a large 
scale air freight is not convenient and therefore  it can be also not optimized ”; in 
fact, the main  weakness of the air freight is substantially represented by the current 
high costs that involve in the use of other modes of transport by operators especially  
during the economical crisis. 
The aim of the present paper was to demonstrate that a large scale air freight is not 
convenient because it is not optimized today. The present assumption involves that in 
the near future a great reduction of the operating costs will be possible in order to 
reach wide improvement margins. 
Thus, strong innovations  both in technology and air freight management are essential 
to allow the forecasted growth margin and  a new freighter entirely designed for 
freight represents a good solution to cut the operating costs. 
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In this optic, the PrandtlPlane freighter, defined conceptually  in the present paper, 
represents the possible technological jump from different points of view: 
• Aerodynamic and flight mechanic 
The box wing system  improve the aerodynamics efficiency together with the 
flight mechanics performances (longitudinal stability, pitch maneuvering etc…); 
 
• Engines 
The use of new generation engine reduces notably the fuel required to accomplish 
the design mission even though the speed is reduced and an intermediate landing 
is needed in the long haul routes; 
 
• Structure 
The fuselage can be designed for the transport of a very large containers as the 20 
feet intermodal containers are, without significant worsening in the structural 
weight and parasite drag. On the contrary the Box Wing determines also strong 
benefits for the fuselage structure.  
 
The conceptual fuselage design presented in Chapter 4, underlined that the PrP 
freighter has a very high flexibility; in fact a possible  and efficient arrangement was 
determined for a design payload of 250 Tons but the value can be increased until the 
400 Tons disposing differently the container and scaling properly the fuselage cross 
section. 
 
The preliminary sizing of weights showed that the operational empty weight fraction 
and the fuel weight fraction are notably reduced if compared with the existing 
freighter ones  thanks to the aerodynamic, engine and structural improvements. 
The structural improvements was demonstrated by the preliminary static analysis of 
the fuselage. 
In fact, the FEM analysis show that an average gain of about the 30% is obtained by 
the PrandtlPlane freighter in respect to the existing ones (pressurized and bounded to 
the wing as a cantilever beam during the flight) in the most stressed segment and the 
gain becomes about 7.5% if we consider the structural weight of the entire fuselage. 
The notably weight reduction is due mainly by the different constrains, modeled as 
far supports, between the box wing and the fuselage.  
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The pressurization, which would be also reduced because of the lower flight altitude, 
affects mainly  the stress distribution on the skin and frame along the circumferential 
direction. However the overload remain limited if compared to the ones due to the 
different wing geometry. 
 
 
 
10.2. Estimation of the fuel cost 
From the calculation procedure exposed in the Chapter 5, the total fuel volume 
required for the nominal mission completion (3000 nautical miles range), was 
estimated to be equal to: 
 
][41618][54.157 3 gallm
W
V
f
fuel
fuel === ρ  
  
At the same time, in chapter 1 was defined an  Average Fuel Unit Cost  by statistical 
investigation of companies financial reports: 
 
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
⋅= KilometerTonne
centsCostUnitFuelAverage $33,9
 
 
Thus, having an average fuel price, the fuel unit cost can be determined also for the 
PrandtlPlane Freighter; in this case, the most important problem is represented  by 
determination of a correct fuel price that can be directly compared with the real 
progress of the considered year (2008). 
Therefore, the following value derives from the historical database existing in 
literature [IATA]: 
 
]$[54.2
gall
USFP ≅
 
 
Thus, the Fuel Unit Cost is calculated as follows: 
 
⎥⎦
⎤⎢⎣
⎡
⋅=⋅
⋅=
KilometerTonne
cents
RangeW
VFP
CostUnitFuel
pay
fuel $6.7
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Therefore, the PrandtlPlane Freighter allows to reduce the fuel costs by about the 
20%. Although it is a significant term, the fuel ones represents just a part of the total 
operating costs. 
In principle the PrandtlPlane freighter allows to reduce further the cost  because of 
the improvement in load/unload system (lower staff number and aircraft crew and no 
freight storage in the airport area). 
In this contest, the creation of an adequate airport net, properly designed for air 
freight, can reduce also the cost issues related with the taxes and fares. Moreover  
airport freight net could represent  a  decisive stimulus for the economic improvement 
of the poor area like Africa that could have  a strategic position within a 
intercontinental air transport system. 
Finally, with the decrease of the operating costs, the system would become efficient 
also for the transportation of low-value added goods, halving, in principle, the 
threshold value  assumed in chapter 1, of about 15 Eur/Kilogram; in this way, the air 
freight would play a strong role in the international cooperation alimentary programs 
improving the way of life of the people who live in the poor areas. 
 
 
 
10.3. Future developments 
The conceptual design presented in this paper has defined an approximate possible 
layout of the aircraft.  
A preliminary  deeper design must be considered for many aspects, in particular: 
 
• Optimization of the wings for the cruise condition together with the verification 
of the low speed performance satisfying; 
• design of the main landing gear; 
• Analysis of the system required on board, with particular attention to the 
definition of a pavement layout able to allow an easy movement of the containers 
together with blocking devices during the flight; 
• Analysis of the propulsion system integration. 
 
For the future, it could be interesting to study a freighter configuration using 
hydrogen propulsion. 
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10. Conclusions 
In principle, the cargo transportation reduces the danger levels represented by the use 
of hydrogen and at the same time, the  defined cross section allows to locate big tank 
below the cargo area and if they are not enough to adopt  also tip tanks. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 10.1: Cryogenic freighter 
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